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Abstract 
 
 
In the pursuit of economical and rapid fabrication solutions on the micro and nano scale, 
polymer replication has proven itself to be a formidable technique, which despite zealous 
development by the research community, remains full of promise. 
 This thesis explores the potential of elastomers in what is a distinctly 
multidisciplinary field. The focus is on developing innovative fabrication solutions for 
planar photonic devices and for nanoscale devices in general. Innovations are derived 
from treatments of master structures, imprintable substrates and device applications. 
 Major contributions made by this work include fully replicated planar integrated 
optical devices, nanoscale applications for photolithographic standing wave corrugations 
(SWC), and a biologically templated, optical fiber based, surface-enhanced Raman 
scattering (SERS) sensor. The planar devices take the form of dielectric rib waveguides 
which for the first time, have been integrated with long-period gratings by replication. 
The heretofore unemployed SWC is used to demonstrate two innovations. The first is a 
novel demonstration of elastomeric sidewall photolithographic mask, which exploits the 
capacity of elastomers to cast undercut structures. The second demonstrates that the 
corrugations themselves in the absence of elastomers, can be employed as shadow masks 
in a directional flux to produce vertical stacks of straight lines and circles of nanowires 
and nanoribbons. The thesis then closes by conceptually combining the preceding 
demonstrations of waveguides and nanostructures. An optical fiber endface is employed 
for the first time as a substrate for patterning by replication, wherein the pattern is a 
nanostructure derived from a biological template. This replicated nanostructure is used to 
impart a SERS capability to the optical fiber, demonstrating an ultra-sensitive, integrated 
photonic device realized at great economy of both time and money, with very real 
potential for mass fabrication. 
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 Chapter 1. 
 
Introduction 
 
 
 
 
 
1.1 Introduction 
 
Commercial micro and nano-fabrication is presently dominated by photolithographic and 
beam steering techniques. The former is the work-horse of the semiconductor industry, 
and can be traced through successive generations back to the 1960’s, while beam steering 
techniques are represented by such tools as electron beam lithography and focused ion-
beam milling. Both of these classes of fabrication derive their dominance of this field 
from their impressive resolutions, which are presently in the range of 10s of nanometers. 
 However, the routine application of these techniques outside of the semiconductor 
industry is rather restricted. Their expense prevents them from being employed in 
environments such as small research labs, while the mechanisms by which they perform 
patterning make them unsuited to many applications. The serial nature of beam steering 
for instance, limits its usefulness to prototyping, while many of the steps inherent to both 
are too severe for the patterning of delicate biological materials. 
 As a result, the past decade has seen the development of many alternative micro 
and nano fabrication techniques. One approach that has been gathering momentum in 
research communities is that of polymer replication. The fundamental concept behind this 
approach is the use of surface relief molds to quickly and economically replicate a 
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surface relief master structure. This replication can be implemented via a process of 
stamping, masking or molding, and is represented by techniques such as soft lithography, 
hot embossing and nanoimprint lithography.  
 Conceptually, polymer replication is one of the simplest fabrication techniques 
available, and yet it offers extraordinarily high resolution, often exceeding that offered by 
photolithography and beam steering. This high resolution is derived mostly from material 
properties, since it is not hampered by optical diffraction limits such as those that limit 
photolithography. Additionally, much of the cost that is commonly associated with such 
precise fabrication is absent from replication. This is because the use of expensive high 
resolution techniques such as beam steering is limited to the fabrication of a single master 
template, while the replication steps themselves incur little to no overhead costs or 
operational expense.  
 This combination of conceptual simplicity and low cost makes replication a highly 
accessible technique. It has readily found application in fields as diverse as electronics, 
photonics and biology. When considered together with their impressive resolution and 
parallel approach to fabrication, it is easy to understand why they are widely considered 
contenders for next-generation lithography technique. However for the present time, 
many replication techniques fall within the more general class of ‘unconventional’ 
nanofabrication techniques. This broad class of techniques shares a philosophy of 
simplicity and low cost, while delivering exceptional resolution. It is this ideology which 
best describes the undertakings of this thesis.  
 
1.2 Thesis overview 
 
The aim of this thesis is to explore and develop the potential of elastomer based 
replication techniques by investigating opportunities in device applications, master 
template fabrication, biological templates and choices of imprintable substrate. This 
thesis consists of six chapters and one appendix. A brief summary of each is given as 
follows. 
 Chapter 2 gives a brief overview of the micro/nano replication techniques in use 
today, and discusses their merits and limitations. The pursuit of elastomer based 
replication techniques throughout this thesis is justified here.  
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 Chapter 3 serves as an introduction to micro/nano fabrication, and demonstrates the 
use of photolithography for fabricating master structures, and soft imprint lithography for 
fabricating planar optical devices. A single step imprint is used to first demonstrate 
planar, polymer rib waveguides, after which a two step imprinting process is used to 
integrate the waveguides with long period gratings, which enable the waveguides to 
perform wavelength rejection. Optical mode profiles are presented to demonstrate the 
functionality of the waveguides, while a transmission spectrum is used to demonstrate 
optical resonance of the waveguide grating device. This demonstrates for the first time 
the fabrication of a planar long-period waveguide grating structure by replication. 
 Chapter 4 makes the transition from micron scale structures to nanoscale 
fabrication, and does so by identifying a nanoscale artifact in photolithographically 
produced master patterns. These artifacts are the standing wave corrugations that are 
native to photolithography. Two novel nanolithography techniques are demonstrated by 
exploiting these artifacts. The first employs the nanoscale depths of the corrugations, and 
is reliant on the capacity of elastomers to cast undercut structures. The sidewall 
corrugations are thus transferred to a PDMS bulk where they are used to intercept and 
scatter incident light, demonstrating a novel elastomeric edge-lithography mask. In the 
second technique, the nanoscale offsets of the corrugations relative to one another are 
employed to demonstrate even smaller features than the first technique. Here, the 
vertically stacked corrugations are used as shadow masks in the path of an incident flux 
of evaporated material, to produce vertical stacks of straight lengths and circles of 
nanowires and nanoribbons. This technique stands independent of elastomers, however 
the potential exists for its transfer to an elastomeric platform. Analysis with a scanning 
electron microscope demonstrates that the first technique is capable of photoresist 
features as small as 80 nm, while the second is capable of 16 nm. 
 Chapter 5 draws the thesis to a close by conceptually combining the preceding 
demonstrations of waveguides and nanostructures. An optical fiber is employed as an 
analog to planar waveguides, and its endface is used for the first time as a substrate for 
patterning by replication. This demonstrates a novel platform for replication which 
inherently allows for optical interrogation. The replicated pattern is derived from a 
nanostructured biological template, in accordance with the spartan philosophy of 
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unconventional nanofabrication techniques. The directional deposition of silver is then 
used to impart a SERS capability to the optical fiber. This demonstration attempts to 
address the market need for an affordable, robust SERS sensor by demonstrating an ultra 
sensitive implementation that has been realized at great economy of both time and 
money. Additionally, the size disparity between mold and endface presents the very real 
potential for mass fabrication. SERS spectra are provided as proof of functionality. These 
are acquired by performing a through-fiber interrogation of the imprinted endface, on 
which is adsorbed a monolayer analyte. 
 A closing chapter then summarizes the work undertaken in this thesis, and the 
conclusions that have been drawn. The potential for future work is then briefly discussed. 
 
1.3 Original contributions made by this thesis 
 
The original contributions made by this thesis are: 
 
• Replicated planar optical devices: 
o Fabrication of single-mode shallow-rib polymer waveguides using soft 
imprint lithography. 
o Fabrication and demonstration of a soft imprinted long period waveguide 
grating device. 
• Demonstration of the utility of photolithographic standing wave corrugations: 
o A novel nanoscale PDMS edge-photolithography mask that derives 80 nm 
line-widths from micron sized photoresist features. 
o A novel three dimensional nanofabrication technique that derives vertical 
stacks of nanowires, nanoribbons and nanorings with widths as narrow as 
16 nm from micron scale photoresist features. 
• A novel implementation of an optical fiber SERS sensor: 
o Application of nanoimprint lithography to the endface of an optical fiber. 
o Derivation of a functional optical fibre SERS device from a biological 
nanostructure.  
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 Chapter 2. 
 
Replication Overview 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
The polymer replication techniques employed in this thesis are all derived from the use of 
elastomers. However elastomeric replication techniques are only one branch of a larger 
collective of micro and nanoscale polymer replication techniques. These are divided into 
three general categories – soft imprinting, hot embossing and nanoimprint lithography. 
This chapter will give a brief overview of these general classes of polymer replication in 
use today, for the purpose of contextualizing the work in this thesis. 
  
2.2 Overview of replication techniques 
 
Replicating a surface relief pattern into a bulk or thin film material is achieved by the 
selective displacement of material. In achieving this displacement, the concept that is 
common to soft imprinting, hot embossing and nanoimprint lithography is their use of 
high precision surface relief molds. These molds retain their structural integrity during 
imprinting, while the imprinted material acquiesces to the molds topography and retains 
it after the mold is removed, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. Where the aforementioned 
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techniques diverge is in the mold materials that they use, which in turn dictate the manner 
in which the molds are applied and the materials that they can be applied to. 
 
 
Figure 2.1: Illustration of a generic imprinting process, where a mold pattern is replicated 
into a thin film. 
 
 Soft imprint lithography, in its most general definition describes the use of soft 
mold materials, which are typically elastomers, to imprint liquid monomer solutions. The 
most common elastomer in use today is polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), with a modulus 
of ~2 N/mm2 [1]. PDMS is commercially available from Dow Corning as Sylgard 184 
Elastomer, however alternatives with different rigidities and resolutions have been 
formulated [2,3]. The nomenclature ‘soft’ can be extended to describe the conditions of 
imprinting, wherein the liquid polymer flows to fill the mold without the application of 
high pressures. This is a critical limitation, since high imprinting pressures would result 
in mold compression.  
Hot embossing is typified by the use of rigid mold materials and is in many ways 
the converse of soft imprinting. Here, high pressures are used to emboss materials that 
have been thermally softened [4], wherein higher temperatures result in greater reduction 
of material viscosity and thus less resistance to deformation. However upper limits are 
placed on this temperature by thermal expansion coefficients and material evaporation. 
Nanoimprint lithography (NIL) was originally demonstrated by Chou [5] as a 
thermal technique akin to hot embossing. Today this name is largely used as an umbrella 
term to describe any imprinting technique that produces nanoscale features. It is thus not 
uncommon to see this name applied to instances of soft imprinting and hot embossing. 
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Other titles that fall under the banner of NIL, and may overlap with soft imprinting and 
hot embossing, include ultra-violet nanoimprint lithography, thermal imprinting and laser 
assisted direct imprinting. The latter technique uses rigid molds to imprint challenging 
materials such as silicon [6]. Other materials that have been imprinted by rigid molds 
include glass, quartz [7] and aluminium [8].    
  
2.3 Fabrication of molds 
 
The methods for fabricating molds largely depends on the mold material that is being 
used. The typical route is to first create a surface relief master pattern, and to then cast a 
mold against it.  
For PDMS, this is a very simple process which consists of preparing a liquid 
PDMS solution, pouring it over the master structure, and then thermally curing it. In the 
case of a rigid mold material, the master pattern can be coated with a metallic seed layer 
and then back-plated by electroplating to create a metallic mold [9], typically of nickel. 
This process is more involved than the elastomeric case since it requires the use of 
vacuum coating systems and electroplating chemicals. An alternative is to use the master 
pattern itself as a mold, wherein an appropriate material such as silicon [10] or quartz [6] 
is patterned directly. Transparent mold materials such as quartz allow optical illumination 
to be employed in the imprinting process, for purposes such as optical curing [11] and 
alignment. 
 
2.4 Benefits and challenges associated with molds 
 
The manner in which these elastomeric and rigid molds are applied to imprinting is a 
source of further differentiation. Elastomeric casts, in particular PDMS, are possessed of 
a fortuitous combination of material properties that lead to a very simple imprinting 
process. Concerns such as the careful handling of molds before and during imprinting in 
order to avoid mechanical damage, and the contamination of the mold by residual 
imprinted material are almost completely eliminated by the use of PDMS. This is because 
its pliability allows it to deform elastically in most scenarios, in particular during 
separation from master and imprinted structures, without sustaining or imparting damage, 
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while its low surface energy of ~21.6 dyn/cm [3] and its general chemical inertness mean 
that it releases easily from a large range of polymers with little chance of contamination. 
This has resulted in the majority of PDMS imprinting being performed by hand, 
eliminating the need for an imprinting press. Additionally, its optical transparency down 
to ~300 nm [12] makes it very well suited to patterning optically curable polymers.  
Rigid molds on the other hand require careful and precise handling to avoid 
mechanical damage before and during the replication process. They also require the 
addition of anti-adhesion layers [13], either on the mold itself or on the imprintable 
material, to facilitate separation after imprinting. Additionally, commercial mechanical 
presses are commonly employed in order to achieve precise control of thermal energy 
and to uniformly distribute forces [14]. However, this account is not intended to discount 
the use of rigid molds entirely. Other than being applicable to a range of challenging 
materials that are not accessible to soft molds, rigid molds are significantly more 
amenable to alignment with existing structures than flexible elastomers, and they are not 
subject to the surface tension problems associated with flexible materials, which can 
result in corner rounding. 
 
2.5 Applications of molds 
 
Regardless of whether a rigid or soft mold is used, patterning by imprinting produces 
surface relief features rather than discrete features. This is characterized by the presence 
of residual material in between features, which may be acceptable for applications such 
as optical structures and microfluidics, but is problematic if the intention is to transfer the 
imprinted pattern to substrate layers. In this case, a directional etching technique is 
employed as a post-imprinting step to remove this residual layer [15], as illustrated in 
Figure 2.1d.  
However, the applications of imprint molds extend far beyond the creation of 
surface relief features and etch masks. This versatility is especially evident in the myriad 
uses that elastomeric molds have demonstrated, as derived form their material properties. 
To begin with, the flexibility of these molds allows them to deform to accommodate 
substrates. This localizes the impact of particulate contaminants on the one hand, while 
allowing for the patterning [16] and even the creation of nonplanar substrates [17] on the 
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other. This mechanical flexibility also allows for the casting and replication of undercut 
structures [18], which would otherwise lock rigid molds in place. When the transparency 
of PDMS is exploited, a mold can be used as a photolithographic mask. These masks 
automatically achieve conformal contact with photoresist, providing mechanical mating 
of unparalleled stability, while posing little risk of damage due to abrasion, as well as 
providing access to the optical near field of the mask [19]. Finally, when the low surface 
energy of the elastomer is exploited, molds can be readily employed as stamps to transfer 
material which most often prefers to adhere to surfaces other than the PDMS [20]. This 
collection of applications is commonly referred to as Soft Lithography [21]. 
 
2.6  Conclusions 
 
It is clear that both rigid and soft molds offer advantages and limitations in their 
approaches to replication. However from the perspective of simplicity, versatility and 
accessibility, elastomeric molds are arguably superior. It is precisely this simplicity and 
versatility that has made elastomers an attractive candidate for the work in this thesis.  
In the chapters that follow, more specific and in-depth literature reviews will be 
conducted in relation to the material at hand.  
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 Chapter 3. 
 
Photolithography and Replication:  
Planar Polymer Waveguides and Gratings 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
In this chapter the technique of contact photolithography is demonstrated in its capacity 
as a fundamental microfabrication technique. The resulting structures are employed as 
templates for replication via the soft imprinting technique, to demonstrate some simple 
yet functional optical structures. Both planar waveguides and waveguides with optical 
gratings are demonstrated, with the latter as a logical progression in complexity of the 
former, and as a demonstration of the suitability of both polymers and replication to be 
used in optical applications. Mode profiles and transmission spectra are provided as proof 
of functionality. 
 This chapter begins with an overview of waveguide replication techniques, the 
replication of Bragg gratings, and fabrication techniques for long period gratings. 
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3.1.1 Planar Waveguides 
 
Optical fibers are a ubiquitous waveguiding technology in today’s communications 
industry. However planar waveguiding architectures offer a route to performing complex 
manipulations of light which are otherwise difficult to achieve with optical fibers. The 
planar nature of these waveguides makes them amenable to complex geometrical design 
which can be implemented by parallel fabrication techniques such as the traditional 
photolithography of the semiconductor industry. 
Typical planar waveguide geometries include strip, embedded strip, rib and 
inverted rib structures, as shown in Figure 3.1. The materials employed for the fabrication 
of planar optical waveguides depend on the intended application, and range from silica 
and polymers, through to semiconductors and nonlinear media such as lithium niobate. 
Of these, polymers are a class of material that offers benefits which include low cost and 
simplicity, in both the fabrication of devices and the modification of the materials’ optical 
properties.  
 
 
Figure 3.1: Typical integrated waveguide geometries, showing (a) strip, (b) 
embedded strip, (c) rib and (d) inverted rib waveguide cross-sections. Material refractive 
indices are designated as n1, n2 and n3, where n1>n2 and n1>n3. 
 
A popular approach to defining waveguides in polymer thin films has been 
photolithographic masking followed by etching [1,2]. However, these etch steps are often 
time consuming and can produce a less than ideal surface-roughness. The fabrication of 
planar polymer optical structures is thus especially well served by polymer replication 
techniques. Demonstrations in the literature can typically be divided into two camps, 
wherein either a rigid or elastomeric mold material has been employed. 
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3.1.2 Waveguides replicated using rigid molds  
 
Chapter 2 explained that the use of rigid molds typically lends itself to the hot embossing 
of polymers, wherein polymers are thermally softened before they are deformed under 
high pressure by a normally incident mold. In the embossing of waveguides, molds have 
typically been silicon wafers that have been patterned by reactive ion etching (RIE) [3], 
although SU8 photoresist structures [4] as well as metal molds derived by the 
electroplating of photoresist patterns [5] have also been used.  
Waveguides formed by hot embossing have typically been formed by embossing 
channels into a cladding polymer, which are then filled in with a higher index core 
polymer [3-7]. Presumably, widely spaced channels have been preferred over the 
embossing of widely spaced ribs because they displace a smaller volume of polymer. 
The simplest waveguide architectures fabricated in this manner have been straight 
line, large core multimode waveguides [7]. However, more sophisticated optical 
structures have also been demonstrated, including optical power splitters [6], flow 
sensors, star couplers and optical switches [5]. Other demonstrations include luminescent 
waveguides, which were created by doping the core polymer with organo-lanthanide 
complexes [4], while double sided hot embossing has been demonstrated to 
simultaneously fabricate waveguides on both the top and bottom faces of a free standing 
sheet of polymer [8]. Multi-level structures have also been demonstrated, wherein a 
waveguide and optical fiber dock are defined simultaneously in order to create passive 
pigtailing structures for fiber coupling [4,5]. Notably, and in divergence with the 
definition of hot embossing, RIE defined silicon molds have been used to displace a 
liquid core polymer layer to create waveguiding ribs, wherein the polymer was then UV 
cured by exposure through a transparent glass substrate. The device fabricated in this 
instance was a thermo-optic optical attenuator [3,9]. 
 
3.1.3 Waveguides replicated using elastomeric molds 
 
Compared to the hot embossing of waveguides, the material properties of elastomeric 
molds have enabled greater versatility in their approach to replicating waveguides, as 
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discussed in Chapter 2. To begin with, optically curable liquid polymers have been the 
staple material, rather than thermally softened polymers. These are preferred because 
they more readily fill the topography of the soft mold, while the optical transparency of 
PDMS allows for their convenient curing through the mold itself. However, the 
mechanism of pattern transfer also varies significantly. 
Microtransfer molding with elastomeric molds is one approach that has been used 
to define waveguides. Here, the mold features are filled with a liquid core polymer and 
the polymer is then transferred to a solid substrate. This technique has been used to 
demonstrate both small core waveguides [10] and large core optical interconnects [11], 
and is known to minimize the presence of residual polymer between replicated features 
[11]. An alternative approach has demonstrated that liquid polymer can be drawn along 
mold features using a vacuum [12], while yet another has demonstrated that the 
elastomeric cast itself can be integrated into the final device, where its recesses form air 
core waveguides [13, 14]. Of course imprinting in the traditional sense has also been 
employed, wherein a film of liquid core polymer is deposited on a substrate and then 
deformed by the incident elastomeric mold [15-17]. The devices formed by these 
techniques include optical couplers and interferometers [18], Mach-Zehnder modulators 
[17], micro-ring resonators [16,19] and arrayed waveguide gratings [20]. 
 By and large these waveguides have been approximations of strip waveguides, 
regardless of whether they were fabricated by rigid or elastomeric molds, wherein they 
have been largely symmetrical in height and width, but some degree of residual layer has 
been present between features. 
 
3.1.4 Replicated Bragg gratings 
 
In an effort to increase the utility of optical waveguides, polymer replication has also 
been used to integrate waveguides with optical structures such as Bragg gratings.  
These waveguide gratings have been replicated in a single step, wherein both 
waveguide and grating have been defined on the same quartz mold [22]. However the 
trend has been to create the gratings and waveguides independently of one another. In 
this approach, two instances initially replicated the grating onto a cladding layer of 
polymer, after which waveguides were added on top. These waveguides have taken the 
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form of both PDMS air core waveguides [14], and etched higher index benzocylcobutene 
(BCB) polymer waveguides [21]. An alternative approach has reversed the process, first 
defining the waveguides in glass by etching, after which a thin layer of active polymer 
was added and imprinted with an elastomeric grating mold, in a demonstration of 
imprinting onto a non-planar substrate [23]. These varying architectures have 
demonstrated functionality as optical filters [21,22] and distributed feedback resonators 
[23].  
 
3.1.5 Long period gratings 
 
An alternative form of optical grating that has not been demonstrated by replication is the 
long-period grating (LPG), which has periods of tens of microns. These gratings were 
originally implemented in optical fibers, where they have typically been employed as 
mode converters [24], optical filters [25,26], amplifier flatteners [27], sensors [28], and 
dispersion compensators [29]. Their popularity has been derived from their simple 
geometry and modest resolution requirements, which makes them good candidates for 
low-cost photonic applications such as coarse wavelength-division multiplexing 
(CWDM) [30]. However, implementation on a fiber platform imposes restrictions on 
material choices, geometry and device throughput as a result of the serial nature of 
manipulating single fibers. As a result of these constraints, it was recently proposed that 
long-period gratings could be implemented in planar waveguide devices [31]. This 
platform provides the opportunity for increasing the throughput of these devices.  
Since this proposal, numerous implementations of planar long period waveguide 
gratings (LPWGs) have been demonstrated. Surface relief gratings have been formed by 
a combination of photolithography and reactive ion etching in polymer-core waveguides 
[32], epoxy-clad ion exchanged BK7 glass waveguides [33], and epoxy-clad BCB ridge 
waveguides [34]. However, this etching technique is slow and expensive. As a result, a 
bid for improved throughput was made by using UV exposure to simultaneously 
implement index contrast and surface relief gratings in the epoxy cladding on BCB 
waveguides [35]. A similar process has been employed in a more recent demonstration of 
LPWGs, where As2S3 chalcogenide was used as the core waveguide material [36]. An 
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entirely different approach has implemented distributed metal heaters as a LPWG array, 
to induce a thermo-optic LPG effect [37,38]. 
The performance of LPWG devices is good, with typical rejections of 15-25 dB at 
resonance, with reasonably narrow 3-dB bandwidths of approximately 10 nm. An 
opportunity exists with LPWGs to demonstrate a fabrication technique that is 
economical, has high resolution and has the potential for mass fabrication. 
 
3.1.6 Proposal 
 
In this chapter, the fabrication of single mode waveguides by soft imprinting is explored 
for the longer infra-red wavelengths that are used in telecommunications. A rib 
waveguide geometry is employed in an effort to exploit the residual layer that is native to 
imprinting techniques, and thus minimize the volume of polymer that is displaced. 
Optical mode profiles are obtained to assess their performance. These waveguides are 
then combined with a LPG in an attempt to demonstrate a LPWG device realized 
completely by replication. The transmission spectrum of this structure is then obtained to 
test for the expected optical resonance. 
 
3.2 Planar rib waveguides 
 
Fabrication of the planar rib waveguide devices began with the fabrication of a rib 
waveguide master pattern. Photolithography was employed for this task because of its 
status as the fundamental processing technique in the semiconductor industry. This 
choice greatly simplifies the master fabrication process as compared to the etching 
techniques that are in common use, since etching itself uses photolithography to initially 
define its patterns.  
 
3.2.1 Photolithography 
 
The fundamental concept behind photolithography is the selective exposure of a 
photosensitive polymer known as photoresist, to ultraviolet light. This selective exposure 
is achieved by illuminating the photoresist through a mask, which typically consists of 
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opaque chrome features on a transparent quartz backing. The result of this exposure is 
that localized chemical reactions are affected within the photoresist, which modulate its 
solubility and allow for the creation of discrete photoresist features. 
Photoresists are classified as either negative or positive, wherein their solubility is 
either increased or decreased by optical exposure, respectively. They are typically 
handled in liquid form, which is derived by the inclusion of solvents, and are coated as 
thin films onto suitable substrates by spin coating. Here, the centrifugal forces exerted by 
a spinning substrate reduce its thickness to an amount proportional to the spin speed and 
its viscosity. Thicknesses ranging from tens of nanometers to hundreds of microns are 
routinely obtained. The standard substrate used within the semiconductor industry, on 
account of its exceptional smoothness and flatness, is the polished silicon wafer.  
Photolithography was originally implemented as a contact technique in the 1960’s. 
A contact mask aligner achieves pattern transfer by mechanically mating the photomask 
to the photoresist, after which the two are illuminated with a planar ultraviolet wavefront 
at normal incidence. However this mechanical contact is non-conformal, which limits the 
resolution of the transferred patterns and can also result in mechanical damage of both the 
mask and photoresist. 
The evolution of the semiconductor industry since its inception has seen many new 
iterations of mask aligners since the contact design. Its successors employ optical 
projection techniques which eliminate mechanical contact, and use shorter wavelengths 
which improve resolution. Regardless of the present day implementation however, this 
long evolution has resulted in the global distribution of photolithographic equipment. 
Contact mask aligners in particular, are a near ubiquitous technology. 
 
3.2.2 Master fabrication process 
 
Performing photolithography requires the use of a clean-room environment. This 
minimizes the influence of airborne particulates on the fabrication process, which in turn 
allows for the routine deposition of uniform polymer films, and uninterrupted mechanical 
contact between photoresist films and masks.  
Fabrication of the waveguide master patterns was thus conducted in a clean-room 
environment and began with the preparation of 3” diameter silicon substrates. These 
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silicon wafers were scrubbed clean with acetone to remove organic impurities, after 
which acetone residue was rinsed from the wafer with methanol. The wafers were then 
rinsed with deionized (DI) water and blown dry with a stream of nitrogen gas, after which 
they were dehydrated in a convection oven at 110oC for 20 minutes. Finally, the adhesion 
promoter hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) was spun onto the wafer. 
The image reversible photoresist AZ5206E from Clarient was used for this 
demonstration in its capacity as a positive photoresist. A 0.3 µm thin layer was spun onto 
the wafer at 3000 rpm using a spinner in a closed lid configuration. A closed lid traps 
solvents during the spinning process and allows thinner films to be achieved than are 
possible with an open lid process, where the solvents are free to evaporate.  
To promote uniform contact between the photoresist and mask during exposure, the 
thick edge-bead was next removed from the photoresist film. This was performed 
automatically by the spin coating unit, which dispensed solvents onto the outer limits of 
the substrate while spinning. A 20 minute softbake was then conducted at 90oC in a 
convection oven. The primary effects of this bake are to expel solvents from the 
photoresist, which improves adhesion between the photoresist and substrate, and prevents 
the photoresist from sticking to the mask during exposure. 
Straight line waveguides were then exposed into the photoresist film using a Karl 
Suss MJB3 contact mask aligner. Several widths around 7 µm were exposed using a 
broadband source which was derived from a mercury arc lamp. The exposed photoresist 
pattern was then developed in a solution of one part AZ400K developer (Clarient) and 
five parts deionized (DI) water. During development, the substrate and photoresist were 
agitated to ensure that the photoresist had constant access to fresh developer. The 
photoresist pattern was then rinsed with DI water to stop the developing process, and the 
wafer was blown dry with nitrogen gas. This completed the fabrication of the photoresist 
master pattern. Figure 3.2 shows an SEM image of the master structure, showing a cross 
section through a single waveguide rib. 
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Figure 3.2: SEM micrograph of a cross section through the photoresist on silicon 
waveguide master structure. 
 
3.2.3 PDMS casting 
 
A mold was derived from this photoresist master by casting it in PDMS. This process 
began with the preparation of a PDMS liquid solution, which was purchased from Dow 
Corning (Sylgard 184 Elastomer kit) and consisted of two components – a base and a 
curing agent. These were dispensed in a 10:1 ratio and were mixed vigorously to ensure 
their homogeneous distribution. A good indication of sufficient mixing was a high 
concentration of bubbles distributed uniformly throughout the mixture. Inadequate 
mixing was liable to result in incurable regions within the bulk, later resulting in sections 
breaking away from the mold. This preparation was conducted in a clean-room 
environment in order to minimize the particle content of the PDMS bulk, and thus 
maximize its optical transparency. 
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Once prepared, the PDMS mixture was poured directly onto the master photoresist 
pattern to a depth of approximately 4 mm. The mixture was then degassed in a vacuum 
chamber for 30 minutes to remove air bubbles and was cured in a convection oven for 
several hours at 60oC. After curing, the PDMS was peeled from the photoresist pattern to 
yield a 4 mm thick elastomeric cast, holding an inverse of the master pattern, as 
illustrated in Figure 3.3c.  
In a demonstration of the surface properties of PDMS, this PDMS cast was itself 
used as a master pattern, to produce a second PDMS cast. This second cast inverted the 
structures held by the first PDMS cast to match those held by the original photoresist 
master. The PDMS mixture for this second cast was prepared as described above. Before 
casting, the planarity of the original mold was ensured by conforming its backside to a 
polished 3” pyrex wafer, as illustrated in Figure 3.3d. The PDMS mixture was then 
poured over the cast, degassed and cured as above, after which the two molds separated 
cleanly along the patterned interface. Figures 3.3f and 3.3g show photographs of a 
completed PDMS cast. Notice its transparency and its flexibility. 
 
 
g ) f ) 
 
Figure 3.3: Process diagram illustrating (a-e) the derivation of PDMS molds from master 
patterns. Photographs of the resulting PDMS mold are shown, illustrating its (f) 
transparency and (g) flexibility. 
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As a result of the refractive index match and the conformal contact between the two 
slabs of PDMS, it was often difficult to identify the interface between the two, which 
made it difficult to initiate separation. The typical solution to this problem was to mark 
the face of the original mold before immersing in PDMS. This marker typically took the 
form of a piece of colored sticky tape. 
These two molds, which hold inverse patterns with respect to one another, are 
intended for imprinting rib waveguides and inverse rib waveguides respectively.  
 
3.2.4 Polymers for waveguiding 
 
The polymers employed in this demonstration were liquid and photocurable, and were 
selected on the basis that they were compatible with one another, and had performed well 
in previous investigations [1]. The low index UV15 (n ~ 1.5080 at 1550 nm) from 
Masterbond was selected as a cladding layer, while the negative photoresist SU8-2 (n ~ 
1.57 at 1550 nm) from Microchem was chosen as a core material.  
The rigid substrates used to support these liquid polymers were polished silicon 
wafers (n ~ 3.5 at 1550 nm). These were selected because of their ready availability, 
exceptional smoothness, and their amenability to mechanical dicing without chipping. 
However, the high refractive index of silicon posed the problem of optical leakage from 
the core material into the silicon. This was prevented by using a cladding layer that was 
tens of microns in thickness, which acted to optically isolate the core from the cladding. 
The cladding was spun to ~50 µm, while the core was ~3 µm.  
 
3.2.5 Imprinting overview 
 
All imprinting work was performed in a clean room environment under the laminar 
airflow from a high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter. This was necessary because 
of the susceptibility of liquid polymers to accumulate airborne particulates, which can 
prevent the spin coating of uniform films, and can act as optical scatterers if they are 
trapped within the polymer waveguides.  
Contact between the PDMS and the liquid polymer, or rather, wetting of the PDMS 
mold by the liquid polymer, was conducted progressively and under strict control, as 
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illustrated in Figure 3.4c. The mold, which was manipulated by hand, was first flexed to 
present a convex patterned surface, and then contact was initiated between one edge of 
the mold and that of the polymer coated substrate. The flexed mold was then slowly 
lowered onto the polymer, so that wetting progressed as a continuous front across the 
mold, from the point of contact to the opposite end of the wafer. In the instance that a 
section of mold would find itself unwet and surrounded by wetted mold, it would 
typically result in the formation of an air bubble at the mold/polymer interface, and 
prevent transfer of the pattern in that region.  
This progressive imprinting inevitably resulted in the displacement of some volume 
of polymer across the substrate surface. This was observed to be more significant when 
thick layers of low viscosity polymer were employed. Additionally, the uneven pressure 
exerted by the manual manipulation of the mold during imprinting occasionally resulted 
in subtle non-planarities in the final polymer thickness. This non-planarity could be 
alleviated somewhat by allowing the mold/polymer/substrate stack to sit for a while 
before curing, thus providing the liquid polymer with some time to redistribute itself 
evenly. The uneven deformation of the mold during imprinting, and the redistribution of 
the polymer before curing, were both found to be favorably influenced by the use of a 
thicker mold bulk, which provided greater resistance to deformation during imprinting, 
and a superior tendency to maintain a planarized state while at rest on the surface of the 
liquid polymer. 
 
3.2.6 Replicating the waveguides 
 
The two molds derived previously, which hold inverse structures relative to one another, 
were applied to imprinting both rib and inverted rib waveguides. The mold that was 
derived from the photoresist on silicon pattern was used to imprint ribs into the core 
layer, as illustrated in Figure 3.4,  while the mold derived from this PDMS cast was used 
to imprint inverted ribs into the cladding layer, as illustrated in Figure 3.5. 
Although one can expect little difference in the performance of these two 
architectures, the inverted-rib device was observed to display a superior flatness as 
compared to the rib waveguides. This non-flatness in the latter device was caused by the 
edge bead in the cladding layer, which was solidified and thus locked in place when the 
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UV15 was optically cured, and was subsequently transferred to the core layer as shown in 
Figure 3.4. On the other hand, the imprinting of inverted ribs onto the cladding layer 
acted to planarized these edge beads, resulting in improved uniformity in both cladding 
and core layers,  as illustrated in Figure 3.5. 
Pattern transfer was achieved by curing the imprinted polymers while the molds 
were in place. The UV15 was cured using a single UV flood exposure of 1200 mJ/cm2. 
The SU8-2 was soft-baked on a hot plate for 5 minutes at 65oC and 5 minutes at 95oC 
with a temperature gradient of 4oC/min. After a 150 mJ/cm2 UV flood exposure, the SU8-
2 film was post-baked as per the soft-bake. Peeling back the mold after curing the 
imprinted polymer yielded the replicated waveguide patterns. The completed structures 
used air as the upper cladding material.  
 
 
Figure 3.4: Process diagram illustrating the imprinting of rib waveguides. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.5: Process diagram illustrating the imprinting of inverted-rib waveguides. 
 
3.2.7 Endface preparation 
 
The endfaces of the imprinted waveguides were then prepared by mechanical dicing. A 
DISCO DAD321 dicing saw was used to simultaneously cut across the waveguides and 
polish their endfaces. This produced endfaces that were smooth, flat and defect free, as 
shown in Figure 3.6. Normally, a lapping and polishing technique is used to prepare the 
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endfaces of optical devices, however this is much more involved than mechanical dicing, 
and requires the addition of a protective polymer layer on the top of the device before the 
polishing can be performed. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.6: An SEM image of a typical imprinted waveguide, showing the diced endface. 
Notice the shallow rib height, and the smoothness of both the imprinted upper surface 
and the diced endface. 
 
The completed waveguide devices were 3 cm long. Optical microscope images in 
Figure 3.7 show the sequence of structures involved in the fabrication of these 
waveguides, starting with a master photoresist pattern and progressing through a PDMS 
mold, to diced imprinted waveguides. 
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c) b) a) 
 
 
   
f) e) d) 
 
Figure 3.7: The structures involved in the replication of waveguides are shown in 
sequence, starting with (a) the photoresist master pattern on silicon (b) the PDMS mold 
and (c) the diced SU8 replica. Optical microscope images are shown of the each in (d) to 
(f), in the same order. 
 
3.2.8 Optical measurements  
 
The optical performance of these waveguides was examined by fiber coupling laser light 
into one endface of the device, and then imaging the light that emerged from the opposite 
face, as illustrated in Figure 3.8. These images allowed the power distribution within the 
waveguides to be observed as optical mode profiles. 
These measurements were made by first mounting the diced waveguides onto a 
micropositioning stage. A second micropositioning stage was then used to align an 
optical fiber to one of the waveguide endfaces, in a technique known as butt-coupling. A 
632.8 nm He-Ne laser was initially used to launch light through the optical fiber to 
facilitate alignment by providing a visible source. Once the light had been successfully 
launched into the planar waveguide, an objective lens was carefully positioned at the 
output of the same waveguide using a third micropositioning stage. This lens collected 
light leaving the waveguide, and focused it onto a CCD array camera. Image capture 
software displayed the mode profiles of the guided light, as shown in Figure 3.9. The 
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laser source was then changed from the visible spectrum, to the infra-red at 1550 nm. 
This wavelength was sourced from an Agilent infrared tunable laser. This change was 
made without disturbing the alignment of the insertion fiber, the device, or the objective 
lens. Mode profiles were again collected.  
Both the rib and inverted rib waveguides were successful in guiding the coupled 
light. Single mode guiding was observed at 1550 nm for both waveguide geometries, as 
shown in Figure 3.9a and 3.9b, while a loss of symmetry was observed for 632.8 nm, as 
shown in Figure 3.9c, indicating multimode guiding. 
 
 
Figure 3.8: Optical testing apparatus. 
 
It should be noted that the alignment process for testing was much simpler for the 
rib waveguides than for the inverted rib waveguides. This was because of the greater 
visibility provided by having the ribs on the top surface of the device, while the inverted 
ribs were buried beneath the core material, and thus difficult to locate. 
For the generation of these mode profiles, the power that was coupled into the 
waveguides was largely set arbitrarily, with the only criteria being the power thresholds 
of the imaging camera. Here, the objective was to generate clear images of the guided 
mode profiles. It was noted that at relatively high powers, slab guided modes were 
observable within the core material between waveguide ribs, as discussed in [9]. This 
slab guiding would be a concern if cross-talk between waveguides needed to be explicitly 
avoided, in which case the lateral confinement provided by the rib structures would need 
to be improved. This could be implemented by providing higher aspect-ratio master 
structures, which could be very simply achieved by using a thicker layer of photoresist 
during fabrication of the master structure. 
Rough cutback loss measurements, performed by colleagues, indicated that the 
waveguide losses were on the order of ~7 dB/cm. This is thought to be primarily caused 
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b) 
c) 
 
 
Figure 3.9: Mode profiles collected from the imprinted waveguides. Single mode guiding 
is shown at 1550 nm for both (a) rib and (b) inverted rib structures, while a loss of 
symmetry (c) is observed at 633 nm in a rib waveguide. 
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by polymer material absorption, and is thus not of great concern, since perfluoropolymers 
offer an ultra-low loss alternative [39]. Optical coupling loss is also thought to contribute 
to the overall losses, resulting from a mismatch in the fiber and planar waveguide 
geometries. 
 
3.3 Long period waveguide gratings 
 
Having successfully demonstrated imprinted waveguides, the next step in this proposal is 
to add a wavelength selective functionality. This is implemented by employing a second 
imprinting step to incorporate a LPG into the rib waveguide device. This work was 
performed in collaboration with a fellow PhD student in our group [40]. 
 The proposed waveguide grating structure is illustrated in Figure 3.10, wherein 
the grating structure is imprinted at the core-cladding interface, and the waveguide rib is 
imprinted at the core-air interface. Light launched into the waveguide is expected to 
excite the fundamental mode in the core, and when the conditions for resonance are met, 
this is to be coupled into the first order mode which resides primarily in the cladding 
layer. This architecture was chosen for the simple reason that alignment during optical 
testing was simpler for rib rather than inverted rib waveguides. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.10: A diagram illustrating the proposed LPWG structure, showing the LPG at 
the cladding/core interface, and the waveguide rib on the core layer. 
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3.3.1 Structure design  
 
The LPWG device was designed to achieve resonance in the vicinity of 1550 nm. Its 
specific geometry was derived by performing approximate calculations for a transverse-
electric (TE) polarized field.  
A one-dimensional finite-difference mode solver was used to calculate the effective 
refractive indexes neff,1 and neff,2, of the fundamental core mode and the forward 
propagating cladding mode, respectively. These calculations assumed a UV15 cladding 
layer thickness of 20 µm, and an NOA73 (Norland Optical Adhesive) core layer 
thickness of 3.55 µm. The TE refractive index of each layer had previously been 
measured to be 1.5080 and 1.585 respectively, at 1550 nm. 
 The effective index method was then used to calculate the appropriate grating 
period Λ, which is described by the phase matching condition λ/(neff,1-neff,2), where λ is 
the resonant wavelength. Since effective indexes were calculated to be approximately 
1.508 and 1.527 at 1585 nm respectively, a grating period of 80 µm was calculated for 
resonance at this wavelength. 
 The depth of these gratings was selected to be 100 nm, on the basis that it would 
provide a reasonable coupling length of 3.29 mm. Within this distance, complete power 
transfer is expected to occur from one mode to the next. Additionally, this depth would 
not impose excessive radiation losses, as has been demonstrated elsewhere [33]. Over a 
device that is 10 mm in length, multiple couplings can be expected back and forth 
between the core and cladding. 
For a more thorough treatment of the device simulations, the interested reader is 
referred to the PhD thesis of Andreas Perentos [40]. 
 
3.3.2 Grating master fabrication  
 
The surface relief master pattern for the grating was fabricated using a combination of 
liftoff photolithography and electron-beam evaporation, which offers nanometer 
precision in deposited thickness.  
Liftoff photolithography is conducted by specifically engineering the profile of a 
photoresist structure so that it is undercut or T-topped, as shown in Figure 3.11. These 
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profiles are exploited during the line of sight deposition of electron beam evaporated 
material so that the material is deposited in discrete regions rather than as a continuous 
film. When normal incidence coating is conducted on this undercut photoresist, material 
deposition occurs on the tops of the photoresist and on the exposed regions of substrate, 
but not on the sidewalls of the photoresist. This leaves the sidewalls and thus the entire 
photoresist feature vulnerable to dissolution by immersion in a liquid solvent such as 
acetone. Thus, after material has been deposited, the photoresist patterns can be ‘lifted-
off, leaving only the deposits on the substrate.  
 
 
 
Figure 3.11: An SEM micrograph shows a cross section through an arbitrary photoresist 
pattern that has been soaked in chlorobenzene before developing. The undercut or T-
topped profile of chlorobenzene soaked photoresist is shown. Scale bar is 2 µm. 
 
The photolithography for fabricating the undercut photoresist templates began with 
spinning a 1.2 µm thick layer of AZ1512 photoresist (Clariant) on an appropriately 
prepared silicon substrate, which was then softbaked at 90oC for 20 minutes in a 
convection oven. A Karl-Süss MJB3 mask aligner was then used to expose an 80 µm 
period grating pattern into the photoresist, as illustrated in Figure 3.12, after which 
undercut profiles were imposed by a 10 minute soak in chlorobenzene. The 
chlorobenzene soaked into the upper regions of the photoresist, where it acted to reduce 
the solubility of the photoresist. The photoresist was then rinsed with DI water to remove 
residual chlorobenzene and was developed for about 1 minute in a 1:4 dilution of 
AZ400K developer in DI water.  
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 A layer of titanium was then deposited onto the photoresist template at normal 
incidence to a thickness of 100 nm in a Balzers / BAK 600 electron beam evaporation 
coating system. Titanium was selected as the deposited material simply as a means of 
maximizing the durability of the master structure, a property which is derived from 
titanium’s mechanical robustness and strong adhesion properties.  
 Liftoff was then achieved by dissolving the undercut photoresist template in a  
beaker of acetone that had been heated to 80oC. This left only a titanium grating pattern 
on the silicon substrate. Casting of this grating template in PDMS was conducted as 
described previously for the casting of the waveguide patterns. 
 
 
Figure 3.12: Process diagram illustrating the fabrication of a grating master pattern, from 
which a PDMS mold is derived.  
 
 
3.3.3 Device fabrication  
  
The second mold required for this LPWG device is that of the waveguide. The fabrication 
of both the waveguide master structure and its mold were performed as described in 
Section 3.2. Thus the imprinting of the proposed waveguide and grating structure was 
conducted as a sequence of spinning and imprinting steps, as illustrated in Figure 3.13, 
which is effectively a combination of the rib and inverted-rib imprinting sequences. 
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Figure 3.13: A process diagram illustrating the sequence of imprinting steps 
employed in fabricating the waveguide grating structure. A cladding layer of (a) UV15 is 
first spun onto a flat substrate and then (b-d) imprinted with the grating structure. A core 
layer is then (e) deposited. After the device is rotated by 90 degrees, the structure is 
completed by (f-h) imprinting waveguide ribs across the gratings. 
 
First, the thick UV15 cladding layer was spun onto the silicon wafer substrate. A 
spin speed of 1000 rpm was used to achieve a film thickness of 20 µm, after which the 
grating mold was applied. This flattened out non-planarities that were induced by the 
edge bead, as was demonstrated with the imprinting of the inverted rib waveguides. The 
UV15 layer was then cured by a 5 minute ultraviolet exposure from the Karl-Süss mask 
aligner, after which the mold was carefully peeled away.   
An Ambios XP-2 profilometer was then used to compare the quality of the grating 
replica to the master pattern, as shown in Figure 3.14. The depth and shape of the 
gratings were replicated to a reasonable degree of accuracy, however over longer 
distances of millimeters, the baseline of the replica was observed to fluctuate. This was 
attributed to the flexibility of the mold material, as was discussed in Section 3.2.5. 
 Next, a core layer of NOA73 was spun over the replicated grating pattern. 
NOA73 was used instead of SU8-2 because of the index contrast requirements of work 
being conducted beyond the scope of this thesis.  
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Figure 3.14: Profiles of (a) the titanium on silicon master grating structure and (b) the 
polymer replica. 
 
Numerous thicknesses of core material between 3.5 µm and 3.7 µm were spun in 
order to account for the expected changes in thickness induced by imprinting. These were 
implemented by using a range of speeds between 4000 and 4500 rpm. This layer was then 
imprinted with the rib waveguide structure, wherein the waveguides were oriented 
orthogonal to the direction of the grating lines. The NOA73 was then cured using four 
exposures of five minutes each from the Karl Suss mask aligner. Peeling away the 
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waveguide mold ended the pattern transfer process. The endfaces of this structure were 
prepared for optical testing as per the replicated waveguides in Section 3.2.7. 
 
3.3.4 Optical measurements  
 
Transmission spectra of the LPWG devices were acquired using the same 
micropositioning apparatus that was used to test the imprinted waveguides. However, in 
this instance, a polarization maintaining (PM) fiber was used to launch TE mode 
polarized light into the device. Initial alignment was once again performed using a 632.8 
nm source, after which the source was switched to the tunable infrared Agilent laser. 
After alignment of the source fiber, the output light was collected by a second 
optical fiber, as shown in Figure 3.15, which guided the light into a Newport optical 
power meter. Both the Agilent laser and the power meter were interfaced with a Labview 
program, which tuned the input wavelength and plotted the measured output power. 
 
 
Figure 3.15: Test apparatus for obtaining the transmission spectrum of the LPWG. 
  
 
The spectral response of the LPWG device for TE polarization is shown in Figure 
3.16. Resonance was clearly observed at 1585 nm, with a rejection level of ~10 dB and a 
3 dB bandwidth of ~12 nm, demonstrating the functionality of the device. This 
performance is close to the expected values discussed in Section 3.1.5. 
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Figure 3.16: Spectral transmission of waveguide grating structure, showing resonance at 
1585 nm. 
 
3.4 Summary and conclusions 
 
The rapid and low-cost replication of planar integrated waveguides and a LPWG has 
been demonstrated using soft imprint polymer replication using UV15, SU8-2 and 
NOA73 polymers.  
These waveguides demonstrated multimode guiding at 632.8 nm, and single mode 
guiding in the vicinity of 1550 nm. The waveguide master patterns took the forms of 
photolithographically patterned photoresist and as such, this technique could be used to 
fabricate waveguides of almost arbitrary sizes and spacing. 
The replicated gratings on the LPWG device were of very good quality. Resonance 
was successfully achieved at 1585 nm, with a rejection level of ~10 dB and a 3 dB 
bandwidth of ~12 nm. This resolution and coupling strength makes replication an 
attractive approach to fabricating LPWG for CWDM applications.  
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In regards to the suitability of this technique for mass producing waveguides and 
LPWG’s, it should be noted that once master structures and molds had been fabricated, 
the replication processes took only minutes to perform. Additionally, these molds could 
be applied to imprinting many devices without suffering damage, while a single master 
structure could be used to cast many molds, such that continuous parallel fabrication 
becomes possible. However, further work is required to address material optical losses 
and material thickness fluctuations caused by polymer displacement during imprinting. 
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 Chapter 4. 
 
Nanolithography:  
Applications of Photolithographic Standing 
Waves 
 
 
 
 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
In Chapter 3, the photolithographic process was demonstrated and the resulting 
photoresist patterns were used as master structures for PDMS replication. In this chapter 
an unexploited artifact in photolithography is identified and used to demonstrate two 
novel nanolithography techniques. These represent an evolution of the lithographic and 
replication processes that were employed in Chapter 3. 
This chapter begins with a brief overview of existing nanofabrication technologies. 
 
4.1.1 Nanofabrication 
 
In December of 1959, Richard Feynman incited the scientific community to pursue the 
nano regime with his visionary talk “There’s plenty of room at the bottom”. It was around 
this same time that the first photolithographic mask aligners were being commercially 
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deployed for the production of integrated circuits. Since then, there has been remarkable 
progress in miniaturization.  
The semiconductor industry has been the main driving force behind size reduction 
in its pursuit of increased transistor density, which has simultaneously increased 
computing power and reduced device costs. This progress was aptly predicted by 
Moore’s law, which states that the number of transistors in an integrated circuit would 
double roughly every 18 months. The continual evolution of the industry’s 
photolithographic techniques saw it first cross the 100 nm feature threshold and enter the 
nano-regime in 2003. Recently, this multi-billion dollar industry moved to the routine 
fabrication of 45 nm half-pitch features [1].  
Today, nanoscale fabrication has moved out of the confines of the electronics 
industry and has found application in fields as diverse as biology, medicine and 
photonics. Unfortunately, as diverse and widespread as the demand for nanofabrication 
has become, the billion dollar cost of establishing a nanoscale photolithographic facility 
remains prohibitive, not to mention the fact that photolithography is unsuitable for the 
patterning of many sensitive biological materials.  
Alternative technologies such as electron-beam [2] and focused ion-beam 
lithographies are available, and these even offer improved resolution capabilities down to 
<10nm, with the additional capacity for fabricating in three dimensions [3]. However the 
cost of this equipment is still significant, and their serial write nature makes them 
unsuitable for anything other than prototyping.  
These scanning beam lithographies, together with photolithography, can be 
classified as top-down fabrication techniques, wherein material is removed from a planar 
bulk to reveal the desired nanostructures. The opposite approach, which has largely been 
dominated by the field of chemistry, is bottom-up fabrication. Here, aggregates of atoms 
are synthesized and coerced to self-assemble into large bulk quantities of nanostructures. 
The forms of these nanostructures are many and varied, and are specified by careful 
control of the synthesis conditions. Familiar examples are carbon nanotubes and self-
assembling semiconducting oxide structures [4,5]. However, the products of self 
assembly are typically large disordered volumes of nanostructures, and so do not directly 
challenge top/down techniques.  
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This has created a research climate in which there is a demand for nanofabrication 
but unsatisfactory access to techniques which in themselves may not satisfy fabrication 
requirements. As a result, recent years have seen the development and the proliferation of 
numerous unconventional nanofabrication techniques [6,8]. While it is beyond the scope 
of this introduction to provide a comprehensive overview of every one of these 
unconventional techniques, it is illustrative to acknowledge that the contributions to this 
growing field are just as diverse as the demands for it.  
 
4.1.2 Elastomeric masks 
 
A common thread through the development of unconventional nanofabrication 
techniques has been their economical use of resources and ingenious adaptation of 
existing technologies. Prime among them has been the development of one of the 
conceptually simplest patterning techniques – that of molding. This development has 
resulted in a suite of techniques that use casts in a variety of applications. In Chapter 3, 
casts were used as molds for replication, however many other uses have been 
demonstrated, including their use as stamps for the transfer of material and as masks for 
photolithography. When applied as photolithographic masks, their flexibility offers 
functionality not provided by rigid masks. Namely, they are able to nondestructively 
conform to a photoresist surface, thus granting unparalleled stability between the mask 
and photoresist, while also providing access to the optical near-field of the mask. 
Several implementations of elastomeric masks have been demonstrated already, 
each employing different masking mechanisms and different translations of mask pattern 
to photoresist pattern. The light-coupling mask [9,10] is the simplest implementation, as 
illustrated in Figure 4.1a, and consists of rectangular recesses which create air chambers 
when the mask is mated to the photoresist. Light that is normally incident on these 
chambers will be reflected once at the PDMS/air boundary, and again at the 
air/photoresist interface, resulting in low energy exposure of the photoresist below. In 
contrast, the raised ridges in the PDMS will conform to the photoresist, providing 
incident light with almost uninterrupted access to these regions. This difference in 
exposure energy allows a pattern to be developed from the photoresist.  
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A more complicated implementation is the transparent-reflective mask [11] as 
shown in Figure 4.1b. Here the sidewalls of the PDMS recesses are sloped at 54o by 
casting against anisotropically etched Si(100) masters. The sloped sidewalls totally 
internally reflect incident light and prevent it from entering the photoresist. In 
transferring the mask pattern, this approach reduces its feature sizes and halves its period.  
More elegantly, the elastomeric phase mask [12] has demonstrated that by tuning 
the depth of the rectangular air chamber in the light-coupling mask, the phases of the 
wavefronts that enter the photoresist through either an air gap or a PDMS coupled region 
can be tuned relative to one another. A high energy dose is used to overcome the energy 
difference between coupled and air gap regions, while a recess depth of 400 nm induces a 
п radian phase shift and creates intensity nulls beneath the sidewalls of the mask features, 
where the neighbouring wavefronts overlap. Initial implementations of this technique 
demonstrated 90 nm wide features [12,13], while more recent improved results have 
achieved 50 nm [14,15] and even 30 nm [16]. Applications of this mask include surface 
acoustic wave transducers [17] and light emitting diodes  [18]. The mask is illustrated in 
Figure 4.1c. 
 
 
 
a) b) c)  
 
Figure 4.1: Various implementations of elastomeric photolithography mask, showing 
mask profiles (top) and the resulting positive photoresist structures (bottom). From left to 
right: (a) the light coupling mask, (b) the transparent-reflective mask, and (c) the phase 
mask. 
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4.1.3 Line of sight deposition 
 
Another unconventional approach to nanofabrication is the use of line-of-sight shadowing 
templates to discretize thermally evaporated directional fluxes. Some of the most popular 
templates are self-assembled, of which colloidal lithography [19] is a prime example. 
Here, the nanoscale triangular gaps in between close-packed monolayers of nanospheres 
are used as deposition masks, as illustrated in Figure 4.2a. Similarly, the combination of 
glancing angle deposition with thin film clustering has demonstrated dense forests of 
nanowires [20,21] shown in Figure 4.2b. The nanostructures demonstrated by these 
techniques have been employed as plasmon resonators [19, 20], ultra-low index thin films 
[21], and graded-index antireflection layers [22].  
Other shadowing templates are more precisely engineered. For instance, 
photolithography has been used to define closely spaced, pillar features which have been 
used to shadow each other from an obliquely incident collimated flux. This has limited 
the deposition of material to the upper sidewalls and ceilings of the posts, as illustrated in 
Figure 4.2c, after which they have been mechanically toppled like microdominos [23] in 
order to translate the nanometer thickness of the deposited material into nanometer lateral 
dimensions. 
Recently, Melosh et al. [24] demonstrated that selectively etching a GaAs/AlGaAs 
superlattice cross-section would create a corrugated edge of protruding GaAs layers and 
recessed AlGaAs layers. Line of sight deposition could then be used to selectively coat 
the protruding layers to create lengths of nanowire, as shown in Figure 4.2d, that had 
widths and pitches as small as 8 nm and 16 nm respectively. These nanowire deposits 
were then mechanically transferred from the supperlattice template onto a planar 
substrate, where they have found numerous applications. The wires have been used as 
etch masks to create single crystal silicon nanowires [25], they have been transferred to 
flexible, transparent, elastomeric substrates [26] and they have been incorporated in 
transistors [27]. The scale and density of these straight-line nanowires reportedly exceeds 
the capabilities of electron-beam lithography. 
Similar nanoscale corrugations can be found on the sidewalls of features that have 
been fabricated by deep reactive ion etching (DRIE). These corrugations have also been 
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demonstrated to be suited to nanowire fabrication. One approach created nanowires from 
the very silicon that was being etched. This was accomplished by defining narrow 
bottlenecks in between larger features. These bottlenecks were narrow enough for the 
corrugations on either sidewall to etch through the line and meet each other, thus turning 
the narrow line into vertically stacked nanowires that were suspended in between the 
larger features [28]. A second technique, demonstrated by Rogers et al. [29], used the 
sidewall corrugations in silicon as shadow masks in the path of a collimated flux of metal 
to create isolated metal lines, similar to the Melosh demonstration. The widths of these 
lines were defined by the thickness of the deposited material, while their heights were 
less than the vertical periodicity of the corrugations, as illustrated in Figure 4.2e. 
However, these deposits were only intermediaries to a further objective. They were then 
used as masks during the lateral wet-etching of the silicon, to create vertically stacked 
silicon nanoribbons that had thicknesses below 100 nm. 
 
4.1.4 Summary 
 
The variety and accessibility of techniques such as those described above have 
transformed nanofabrication into a vigorous, multidisciplinary field of research. In 
photonics specifically, the utility of nanostructures is derived from their subwavelength 
size relative to the visible spectrum. Relatively new fields in photonics that have 
developed due to these advances include plasmonics and surface-enhanced Raman 
spectroscopy. 
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Figure 4.2: An illustration of several nanofabrication techniques that depend on the 
directional deposition of metals. The nanotemplates on the left are (a) colloids / 
nanospheres, (b) clustered thin films, (c) photolithographically defined posts, (d) 
selectively etched superlattice cross-section and (e) DRIE silicon lines. The right hand 
column shows the nanoscale deposits after directional coating with metal. The 
nanospheres are coated at normal incidence, while the rest are coated obliquely. 
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4.2 Contact photolithography  
 
The modesty of a decades old technique like contact photolithography is acutely evident 
when contrasted against the nanofabrication schemes discussed in Section 4.1. Optical 
diffraction limits and the use of rigid masks restrict its minimum feature sizes to 
approximately 1 µm, and these can only be fabricated in a two-dimensional plane. 
Despite these limitations, contact photolithography has several outstanding attributes that 
have made it a mainstay of research laboratories around the world. The manual mask-
aligners are often simple to maintain and operate, and as a direct result of the long 
evolution of the semiconductor industry, they are a ubiquitous technology. Additionally, 
fabrication is conducted in a parallel fashion, such that substrates that are inches in 
diameter can be patterned in moments with features that are completely arbitrary in 
shape. 
 
4.2.1 Photolithographic standing waves 
 
The presence of optical interference effects in photolithography is an inescapable 
consequence of its reliance on optical illumination. A notorious artifact of this 
interference is the optical standing wave corrugation.  
Optical standing waves are established within thin films of photoresist during the 
normal incidence illumination that is necessary for pattern transfer. Standing waves are 
the product of interference between the incident illuminating wavefronts and the 
wavefronts that are reflected by the substrate [30,31]. This interference pattern distributes 
power within the photoresist into vertically stacked planes of alternating high and low 
energy, as shown in Figure 4.3. Once the photoresist is developed, this energy 
distribution serves to add regular structure to the photoresist that is oriented orthogonal to 
the plane of the transferred pattern. These corrugations are typically associated with 
reduced linewidth resolution and are routinely suppressed with anti-reflection coatings 
[32,33], post exposure bakes [34,35] and broadband exposures. 
The dimensions of these standing wave sidewall corrugations are distinctly 
nanoscale. They have a vertical periodicity on the order of 100 nm, and a similar depth 
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into the sidewalls. These dimensions, combined with their natural occurrence in a 
technique as ubiquitous as photolithography and their routine suppression to date,  makes 
them an attractive candidate for the development of novel nanofabrication techniques. 
 
 
Figure 4.3: Representation of the distribution of optical power within a film of photoresist 
by the standing wave interference pattern [C. A. Mack, Lithographic Simulation Review, SPIE, 
4440, p. 59, 2001]. 
 
4.2.2 Proposal 
 
This chapter explores the potential of sidewall standing wave corrugations to be exploited 
as templates for unconventional nanofabrication. Two approaches are investigated. The 
first is a novel implementation of an elastomeric mask, which is applied to planar 
patterning on the nanoscale. The second adapts the concepts demonstrated by Melosh 
[24] and Rogers [29] to present a novel technique for fabricating nanowires in three-
dimensions. 
 
4.3 PDMS Scattering Mask 
 
In this first investigation, a novel form of elastomeric edge-lithography mask is proposed. 
The functionality of this mask is derived from the elastomeric nature of PDMS, which 
allows it to cast undercut or re-entrant structures without damaging either the master or 
itself.  
Dramatic examples of such casting can be found in the literature, where micron 
scale undercuts are found in the replication of micro-zippers [36], microresonators [37], 
lenses [38] and complex two-photon polymerized structures [39]. Casting of more subtle 
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undercuts can also be found in applications such as nanotransfer printing, where masters 
structures have been engineered to have t-shaped undercuts of 100 nm [40] and less than 
50 nm [41]. Of similar dimensions are the submicron scallops observable on PDMS 
sidewalls which have been transferred from masters that are patterned by the sequential 
etching and passivation steps of inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etching [42]. These 
scallops are equivalent to those illustrated in Figure 4.2e. 
This investigation examines whether undercut sidewalls such as those described in 
the above literature can be used as masking elements in a novel implementation of 
nanoscale, elastomeric, edge-lithography mask. Standing wave sidewall corrugations 
from a photoresist template are employed as analogs to the ICP scallops described above. 
Their fabrication is described, they are transferred to an elastomeric cast, and their utility 
as optical masking elements for nanoscale edge-lithography is examined. The proposed 
procedure is illustrated in Figure 4.4. 
 
4.3.1 Corrugated master structures 
 
The successful fabrication of distinct sidewall corrugations in photoresist depends on the 
selection of a substrate that is appropriately reflective. Polished silicon wafers are 
appropriate because of their optical smoothness and their status as the standard substrate 
for the semiconductor industry, which makes them readily available. These substrates are 
used for all of the work in this chapter. 
The silicon wafers are prepared for photolithography by first scrubbing with 
acetone and methanol, rinsing with deionized water and then dehydrating at 110oC for 20 
minutes in a convection oven. The adhesion promoter hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) is 
then spin coated at 1500 rpm for 20 seconds. The wafer is then coated with AZ5206E 
photoresist from Clarient. 
Patterning the corrugated master photoresist pattern requires the selection of an 
appropriate photolithographic system. For this demonstration a Karl Suss MJB3 contact 
mask aligner with a 350W Hg lamp has been used. Additionally, for this first technique, 
this mask aligner is operated in broadband mode, the spectrum of which is shown in 
Figure 4.5. This decision to use simple equipment in the simplest of configurations has 
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been made in order to emphasize the accessibility of these novel nanofabrication 
techniques.  
 
                              
 
Figure 4.4: The fabrication and application of a PDMS scattering mask. (a) A master 
structure is realized by spinning a layer of photoresist onto a reflective substrate, in this 
case a polished silicon wafer, which is (b) photolithographically patterned using a quartz 
mask. (c) Casting PDMS against this structure realizes (d) the PDMS scattering mask. 
This mask is (e) applied by conforming it to the surface of a new layer of photoresist and 
(f) illuminating the photoresist through the scattering mask. (g) Developing produces 
nanometer line widths. 
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Figure 4.5: Mercury lamp spectrum, showing the peaks employed during broadband 
illumination, and the restricted bandwidth defined by the UV300 lens. This spectrum was 
provided by Coltronics. 
 
Patterning a thicker film of photoresist reveals the character of the standing wave 
corrugations that are generated by broadband illumination, as shown in Figure 4.6. It is 
clear that the corrugations become progressively shallower as their distance from the 
substrate increases. After about three corrugations, the sidewall is smooth and 
characterized by a gentle negative slope. This decay is the result of the numerous 
wavelengths that are present in the broadband source, as shown in Figure 4.5, which 
rapidly move out of phase and dilute the standing wave as they move away from their 
plane of reflection.  
Note that the section of sidewall that supports the corrugations has a positive slope, 
which acts to offsets them relative to one another. In order to minimize the nanoscale 
dimensions of the structures produced by this mask, the lateral confinement of these 
potential masking structures needs to be optimized. To this end, the thickness of the film 
of photoresist is limited so that it can only sustain the bottom two corrugations. This 
restriction will demonstrate that masking is being performed by the corrugations rather 
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than the sloping sidewall, which is the active element in the transparent-reflecting mask, 
as illustrated in Figure 4.1b. 
 
 
Figure 4.6: An SEM image showing a cross section through a photoresist step. The 
corrugations created by broadband illumination are visible. 
 
The reduced film thickness was achieved by spinning the photoresist in a closed lid 
configuration at 3300 rpm for 30 seconds. The closed lid process traps solvents close to 
the photoresist during the spinning process, allowing in this case, the formation of a    
200 nm thin film. A 5 minute softbake was then conducted at 90oC on a hotplate to expel 
solvents. Figure 4.7a shows the silicon substrate coated with photoresist. 
 
    c) b) d) a) 
Figure 4.7: A photograph of (a) a typical silicon substrate shows complete coverage by 
photoresist, as well as the thick edge-beads at the corners. (b) Edge bead removal isolates 
the flat central region of photoresist. Near-conformal contact (desirable) with the mask 
(c) is indicated by the lack of interference fringes across the photoresist, while (d) a 
sloping gap is indicated by straight fringes across the photoresist.  
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Edge-bead removal was then performed to eliminate the thick photoresist edge  
beads from the perimeter of the silicon wafer and to isolate the flat central region of the 
photoresist film, as shown in Figure 4.7b. This was achieved by exposing all but the 
central region, and then immersing in developer. The photoresist was then loaded into the 
mask aligner, firmly pressed against a chrome-on-quartz mask, and a pattern of micron 
wide straight lines was exposed using a 10 second illumination at approximately 
9mW/cm2. The exposed photoresist was soaked in chlorobenzene for 15 seconds, rinsed 
with deionized (DI) water, and the patterns were developed for 10 seconds in a 1:4 
dilution of AZ400K developer (Clariant) in DI water. The fabrication of the master 
pattern was completed by rinsing in DI water. Cross sections are shown in Figure 4.8.  
While Figure 4.8a and 4.8b represent ideal cross sections in regards to vertical 
stacking of the corrugations, it is important to acknowledge that the sidewall slope was 
not always reliably eliminated. Regardless, the strategy that was employed was to use 
chlorobenzene, which was used in Section 3.3.2 for creating t-topped profiles, to reduce 
the solubility of the top corrugation and thus subtly extend its protrusion. Figure 4.9a 
demonstrates an instance in which the photoresist ceiling and the top corrugation are 
misaligned, in which case the chlorobenzene had no effect on the slope. It can be seen 
that the 10 second soak time in Figure 4.9b will not quite correct the slope, while the 
extended soak time of 60 seconds in Figure 4.9c seems to reverse it. 
Although the results presented here demonstrate that the effects of chlorobenzene 
on sidewall slope are cumulative, it is suspected that the reason for its occasional failure 
to correct the slope is because both the quality of the contact between mask and 
photoresist and the developing time also play an important role in defining the magnitude  
of the sidewall slope. Neither of these parameters were investigated in detail for the 
preparation of the elastomeric mask. (Future investigations of this process should be 
aware that chlorobenzene is a toxic chemical that must be handled with care.) 
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a) 
 
 
 
b) 
c) 
Figure 4.8: SEM images showing cross sections through the corrugated photoresist 
master patterns. A broad view in (a) demonstrates the regularity of the corrugations over 
several features, while a close up (b) demonstrates their vertical alignment and their 
depth. The continuity of the corrugations around corners is shown in (c). 
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a) b) c) 
 
Figure 4.9: SEM images of cross sectioned master patterns demonstrate the use of 
chlorobenzene to manipulate the sidewall corrugations. Mismatching the top corrugation 
and the photoresist ceiling (a) results in a failure of the chlorobenzene to correct the 
sidewall slope. Conversely, a 10 second soak of an appropriately thick layer results in (b) 
inadequate correction, while a 60 second soak (c) overcompensates and reverses the 
slope. 
 
4.3.2 Casting the corrugated photoresist 
 
The scattering mask was produced by casting against the corrugated photoresist pattern 
shown in Figure 4.8a and 4.8b. A 10:1 mixture of PDMS (Dow Corning 184 Silicone 
Elastomer Kit) was prepared and degassed for 20 minutes before being poured over the 
master pattern. Degassing was then repeated to ensure complete filling of the photoresist 
master pattern, after which it was cured at 60oC for several hours in a convection oven.  
After curing, the photoresist pattern was peeled from the PDMS bulk to produce a 5 
mm thick sheet of PDMS with surface recesses. The recesses corresponded to the 
photoresist features, and on the sidewalls of these recesses are the standing wave 
corrugations, as illustrated in Figure 4.4d and shown in Figure 4.10. This is the PDMS 
scattering mask. 
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a) 
b) 
 
Figure 4.10: SEM images of a corrugated PDMS sidewall. Samples were sputter coated 
with a thin film of gold prior to imaging. A broad (a) and close-up view (b) are shown. 
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4.3.3 Photolithography with the PDMS scattering mask 
 
The scattering mask was utilized by allowing it to conform to the surface of a freshly 
prepared layer of AZ5206E photoresist and illuminating it with the same mask aligner 
that was used to create the master pattern. The scattering mask presents the normally 
incident planar wavefront with three distinct paths to the photoresist below it, 
illuminating the photoresist with three distinct energies, as illustrated in Figure 4.4f.  
Maximum energy is received by photoresist that is in conformal contact with the 
PDMS, as described in Section 4.1.2. Slightly less energy is received by photoresist 
directly below the PDMS recesses since incident light is presented with a PDMS/air and 
then air/photoresist interface. Finally, minimum energy is received by photoresist directly 
beneath the corrugated sidewalls since the wavefront is presented with multiple vertically 
stacked PDMS/air and air/PDMS interfaces. The light that intercepts these sidewall 
corrugations is scattered and largely prevented from entering the photoresist. Thus the 
sidewall corrugations are employed as the dominant masking components in an otherwise 
relatively transparent bulk of PDMS.  
This distribution of energies has been verified by intentionally underdeveloping 
photoresist that has been exposed through the scattering mask to observe its progressive 
development, as shown in Figure 4.11. Photoresist residue is clearly observed in regions 
that correspond to recesses in the scattering mask, while photoresist that made contact 
with the PDMS is fully developed. Figure 4.11a indicates that rather than a fixed dose, 
there may be a distribution of energy that is received by photoresist below the air gap, as 
evidenced by the rib in the central region. It is suspected that the slightly larger energy 
received by either side of this rib may have originated from light that was deflected from 
the scattering sidewalls of the PDMS mask. 
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a. 
b. 
Figure 4.11: SEM micrographs showing cross sections through incompletely developed 
patterns that were exposed through the PDMS scattering mask. The thickness of 
photoresist present in each region is indicative of the transparency of the different 
sections of the mask. Broad view (a) and close-up views (b) are shown. 
 
Completely developing the exposed photoresist realizes the ~80 nm wide lines 
shown in Figure 4.12, whose positions correspond to the sidewalls of each of the master 
photoresist ribs. Ironically, some broadening of the line width from ~80 nm to ~100 nm 
can be seen at the centre of the rib as a result of standing waves. The realized features are 
unbroken, and since they were realized in a 200 nm thick layer of resist, demonstrate an 
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aspect ratio of 2.5:1. Aspect ratios of 10:1 have been realized as shown in Figure 4.11 
and Figure 4.12d, by using a scattering mask with 800 nm deep recesses, derived from 
the corrugated photoresist in Figure 4.6, however these features exhibit significant 
broadening in cross-section as they approach the substrate, The 80 nm feature width can 
be seen to taper to ~200 nm over a height of ~800 nm. 
In order to eliminate destructive interference as a possible contributor to the 
masking mechanism in this scattering mask, consider that the phase shifts induced by the 
200 nm and 800 nm recesses implemented here have been calculated to be 2π/5 and 2π 
radian respectively, effecting constructive interference. This is in stark contrast with the π 
phase shift induced by the 400 nm recesses in the elastomeric phase mask [12]. 
 
  
a. b. 
  
d. c. 
 
Figure 4.12: SEM micrographs showing nanometer wide lines of photoresist created by 
the PDMS scattering mask. Broad view and close-up are shown in (a) and (b), while (c) 
shows a top down view. A higher aspect ratio feature is shown in (d). 
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4.3.4 Lift-off with the PDMS scattering mask features 
 
As a potential application of these photoresist features, their transfer to a metal film is 
demonstrated. The photoresist features in Figure 4.12 were coated with 50 nm of gold at 
normal incidence using a Balzers electron beam coating unit. The coated photoresist was 
then immersed in an acetone bath and subjected to a gentle mechanical scrub using a 
cotton swab. This resulted in the dissolving of the photoresist features, and the creation of 
nanoscale trenches in the gold, as shown in Figure 4.13. Excellent correlation is again 
demonstrated between the width of the gold trenches and the depths of the sidewall 
corrugations in the master pattern. Continuity of the trenches around corners can also be 
seen in Figure 4.13c. The narrower than expected line width in this curved line is 
attributed to overdeveloping. 
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a. 
b. 
c. 
Figure 4.13: SEM micrographs showing nanometer wide channels in a layer of gold, 
created by coating photoresist patterns that were defined by the scattering mask, and then 
dissolving the photoresist. The three images show (a) a broad view and close-ups of (b) a 
straight line and (c) a curved line. Scale bars are 2 µm, 200 nm and 100 nm. 
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4.3.4 Discussion 
 
Feature dimensions produced by the PDMS scattering mask are defined by how well the 
sidewall corrugations are confined horizontally, as well as the depth of the corrugations 
themselves. For the photoresist used in this case, it was found that the corrugations on the 
master pattern could be more easily stacked vertically when using a thinner film of 
photoresist.  
Standing wave corrugations are present irrespective of photoresist film thickness, as 
demonstrated by a comparison of the sidewall corrugations in Figure 4.8b and those in 
the thicker layers of photoresist in Figure 4.6 and 4.8c. The downward reflections of the 
vertically traveling wavefront from the photoresist/air interface are too weak to 
significantly dilute the standing wave interference pattern that is generated by the 
normally incident and substrate reflected wavefronts.  A significant advantage of this fact 
is that the scattering mask technique retains its functionality in the presence of processing 
tolerances that may lead to variations in master photoresist thickness. 
Some simple limitations on master fabrication are set by the elastomeric properties 
of the mold material and apply to all variations of elastomeric mask. Broad ribs on the 
master will translate to broad recessed regions which are subject to sagging. This sagging 
may result in subtle deformation of the mask sidewalls, or if the recess width-to-height 
ratio is too great, the complete collapse of these recesses. This collapse was observed to 
occur at 7 μm line widths for 200 nm deep recesses in a 10:1 PDMS mix, wherein the 
PDMS cast loses its masking ability since the recess ceilings contact the photoresist. It is 
expected that the scattering mask technique would benefit from the use of a more rigid 
elastomer, as has been demonstrated in the evolution of the elastomeric phase mask 
[15,16]. 
It is speculated that nanofeatures that are more closely spaced than those 
demonstrated in Figure 4.12a could be realized if the corrugated master structures are 
fabricated holographically. However the optical scattering during masking may impose 
proximity limitations on features realizable with this technique. Furthermore, casting 
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structures with widths on the order of nanometers may see neighboring features in the 
flexible mold being drawn together if their aspect ratios are too high. 
Although scattering masks are limited to fabricating structures with only one 
specific width, it is likely that this width can be tuned by using different photoresists and 
processing techniques. To this end, it is noted that sidewall corrugations in the literature 
have been observed with depths as shallow as ~11 nm [43]. 
 
4.4 Three dimensional nanostructures 
 
The use of a broadband illumination source for conducting photolithography, as in the 
scattering mask demonstration of Section 4.3, is generally considered to be a strategy for 
reducing the presence of standing wave corrugations, as mentioned in Section 4.2.1. 
Throughout the literature, prominent corrugations are consistently attributed to the use of 
monochromatic illumination sources [30,34]. 
In the remaining sections of this chapter, it is demonstrated that by restricting the 
illumination bandwidth used in performing photolithography, the standing wave 
corrugations can be made much more numerous and prominent than those employed in 
the scattering mask demonstration of Section 4.3. An investigation is conducted to 
explore the potential of these sidewall corrugations to be exploited as templates for 
fabricating nanoscale structures that are distributed in three dimensions. Vertically 
stacked nanowires are demonstrated by employing the sidewall corrugations as vertically-
stacked shadow masks in the path of an evaporative flux, as illustrated in Figure 4.14.  
The resulting nanowires are expected to have widths on the order of 10’s of 
nanometers, and since photolithography can define patterns that are completely arbitrary, 
these nanowires could be defined along almost any delineation, from stacks of rings, to 
straight lengths. Furthermore, controlling the thickness of deposited material should 
change the cross-sectional aspect ratio of these deposits, converting nanowires into higher 
aspect ratio nanoribbons. Finally, since this technique is not material specific, multilayer 
nanowires or nanoribbons are also expected to be possible.  
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Figure 4.14: Process diagram. A film of photoresist on a reflective substrate is (a) 
optically exposed through a solid chrome-on-quartz mask, establishing a standing wave 
interference pattern. Developing the exposed photoresist produces (b) the corrugated 
photoresist template. Evaporating material at normal incidence results in (c) sidewall 
deposition and the creation of nanowires of (d) varying aspect ratios, as defined by 
deposited thickness. 
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4.4.1 Photolithography for prominent corrugations 
 
Fabrication of the corrugated photoresist patterns began by open-lid spinning a 
photoresist layer at 3000 rpm to a thickness of 720 nm. A 20 minute soft-bake in a 
convection oven at 90oC was used to dispel solvents, after which an edge-bead removal 
step isolated the flat central region of photoresist. This central region  of photoresist had a 
typical surface area of ~25 mm2, as shown in Figure 4.7b. 
A Karl Suss UV300 lens filter was used to restrict the illuminating bandwidth of 
the Karl Suss MJB3 mask aligner to between 280 nm and 350 nm, thus approximating a 
monochromatic source, as shown in Figure 4.5. Mask patterns consisted of straight lines 
of length 2 mm and width ~1 µm and an array of 1.3 µm diameter holes. The use of a 
pattern of small diameter holes rather than posts was found to favorably influence the 
susceptibility of the photoresist pattern to overdeveloping. The larger footprint of the hole 
pattern, which was roughly equivalent to the 25 mm2 surface area of the photoresist 
before patterning, made the hole pattern much more mechanically robust than the minute 
footprint of a single 1.3 µm diameter post.    
The photoresist and the mask were then brought into firm contact with each other. 
The quality of the contact was gauged by the characteristic fringe patterns present across 
the surface of the photoresist. These are formed when reflections from the bottom mask 
face and the top of the photoresist interfere with one another. The absence of fringes 
across the photoresist in Figure 4.7c indicates a near conformal pressure, while the 
straight line fringes across the photoresist in Figure 4.7d indicates the presence of a 
sloping gap between the mask and photoresist. During developing, the solubility of the 
photoresist has been observed to vary across the photoresist surface in direct correlation 
with the location of these interference fringes. 
 
4.4.1.1 Developing the corrugated photoresist template 
 
The photoresist was exposed through the hole pattern using a 3 minute exposure. This 
near-saturating dose was found to be necessary for the formation of prominent 
corrugations, presumably because it allows for the accumulation of diffracted energy. 
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The exposed photoresist was then developed for 8 seconds in a 1:5 dilution of AZ400K 
(Clariant) in DI water, during which time the sample was agitated to avoid surface 
scumming of the developer. Note that agitation was a critical step in the definition of 
prominent corrugations, wherein omitting agitation produced very shallow sidewall 
features. Patterning was completed by rinsing with DI water and blow drying with 
Nitrogen gas. A cross section through the resulting corrugated photoresist template is 
shown in Figure 4.15.  
      
 
Figure 4.15: An SEM image showing a cross section through a straight line of 
photoresist. The prominent corrugations and the positive slope on the sidewalls are both 
visible. Scale bar is 500 nm. 
 
Contrary to the requirements of the scattering mask, this three dimensional 
technique benefits from the presence of a sloping sidewall. As a result, developing time is 
a critical factor in this demonstration. When using near saturating optical energies, the 
positive sidewall slope originates from the top down progression of the developing 
process, wherein the lowest regions of photoresist are subjected to the shortest 
developing times.  
The uniform solubility of a saturated photoresist bulk is demonstrated in Figure 
4.16a. Here a photoresist film has been exposed in the absence of a mask, with the same 
dose that was used for producing prominent sidewall corrugations. After being exposed, 
this film was cross-sectioned and then briefly developed, allowing the developer to attack 
the exposed interior of the photoresist rather than having to progress down towards the 
substrate. Figure 4.16a clearly shows that the entire photoresist bulk is retreating from the 
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cleaved edge at the same rate. This is evidence of the uniform solubility of the saturated 
photoresist throughout its bulk, and emphasizes the importance of developing time in 
achieving positively sloped sidewalls. In contrast, Figure 4.16b shows the cross-section 
developing of photoresist that received a much lower exposure dose. This generates a 
clear positive slope that is typical of low energy positive photoresist lithography and 
demonstrates the presence of an energy gradient, defined by optical absorbance. 
 
  a) b) 
Figure 4.16: Cross section developing of flood exposed photoresist films reveals a) the 
uniform power distribution throughout an optically saturated film and b) the energy 
gradient that exists within a film when a much lower dose is used, revealed by the 
presence of a slope. 
 
A technique that was used to precisely gauge the optimum developing time of every 
wafer is visible in Figure 4.7c. Here, one edge of the photoresist film was intentionally 
left outside of the patterned region of the mask, so that it received an unimpeded flood 
exposure. During developing, this flood exposed region was used to monitor the progress 
of developing, wherein its complete dissolution was taken to indicate that pattern 
developing was complete. The sidewalls of the optimally developed corrugated template 
in Figure 4.15 are a near vertical 8o near the top of the photoresist, and increase to 
roughly 30o at the substrate. 
Extending developing time will produce an undercut sidewall, as shown in Figure 
4.17a. This undercutting happens when developing a pattern because of the presence of a 
mask edge, which results in the lateral distribution of power due to diffraction. The extent 
to which the diffracted light is able to intrude beneath the opaque mask features is 
revealed by cross-sectioning the exposed photoresist pattern before briefly developing. 
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Figure. 4.17b shows a 3 µm wide line that has been developed in cross-section. It is clear 
that the standing wave pattern extends up to 400 nm beneath the mask edge. 
Conversely, sidewalls have been encountered on occasion that were almost free of 
curvature, as shown in Figure 4.17c. It is assumed that this can be attributed to some 
precise developing time that is slightly short of the time that generates the curved 
sidewall. It should also be noted that it is not uncommon to have some subtle variety in 
the slope of the sidewalls, across any given wafer. This is likely due to a subtle 
combination of power variation across the wafer, as generated by the interference fringes 
between mask and photoresist, and fluid flow dynamics during developing. 
   
Mask edge 
a) b) c) 
Figure 4.17: Cross section SEM images show that (a) an undercut profile results when the 
developing time is excessive (by 4 seconds in this case). (b) A cross-section develop 
reveals the presence of diffracted light below the mask edge. (c) Straight sidewall slopes 
are occasionally observed. Scale bars are 500 nm, 1 µm and 200 nm. 
 
4.4.2 Depositing nanowires 
 
These corrugated photoresist templates are used to form nanowires by coating them in a 
directional deposition system. Both a custom built thermal evaporator and a Balzers 
electron-beam evaporation system have been successfully applied to perform these 
depositions, with the latter producing predictably smoother and more uniform results. 
Alignment of the substrate normal to the direction of the evaporated flux is 
important to avoid the photoresist bulk overshadowing the steep sidewalls. Depositing 
material creates nanometer wide deposits on the sidewall corrugations, as illustrated in 
Figure 4.14c, along with incidental deposits on all photoresist ceilings and exposed 
regions of substrate. Nanometer wide deposits are possible because of the small 100 nm 
vertical period of the corrugations, as well as the gentle positive slope of the photoresist 
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sidewalls. This offsets the corrugations relative to one another by tens of nanometers, 
allowing each of them to intercept the incident flux. 
    Figure 4.18 shows the stacked rings of nanowire that were created by evaporating  
20 nm of gold at normal incidence onto the hole patterns. The widths of these wires can 
be seen more precisely in Figure 4.19, and range from approximately 17 nm on the 
steeper sections of sidewall, through intermediate widths of 22 nm, 34 nm and 37 nm, to 
63 nm on the broadest bottom corrugation. These width measurements were made using 
the measurement function in the FEI Nova Nanosem electron microscope that was used 
for imaging these deposits. The straight-line ribbons in Figure 4.20a, created with a 
thicker film of 90 nm and imaged with a Phillips XL30 SEM, exhibit similar widths. 
Notice that depositing thicker layers reduces the gaps between wires.       
Nanowires of gold, silicon dioxide, titanium and platinum have been successfully 
created, although many other materials are also expected to work. Multilayer 
combinations also show promise, as shown in Figure 4.20c and 4.20d. The former were 
composed of 10 nm layers of gold, silicon dioxide and gold, while the latter were 
composed of thicker layers of the same materials. Adhesion problems between the gold 
and silicon dioxide, which were evident in regions of both planar and nanowire deposits, 
made the multilayer deposits inferior to single material deposits.   
After deposition, the wires are readily released from the template by dissolving the 
photoresist as shown in Figure 4.21. However these released wires would typically 
adhere to the substrate, perhaps as a result of van der Waals forces or perhaps due to 
photoresist residue. 
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Figure 4.18: Broad view SEM image showing the distribution of the stacked rings across 
the substrate. These were formed by electron-beam evaporating 20 nm of gold onto a 
corrugated hole template. Scale bar is 3 µm. 
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a) 
 
b) 
Figure 4.19: Cross section SEM images through stacked nanowire rings, formed by 
electron-beam evaporating 20 nm of gold at normal incidence. The change in width as a 
function of distance from substrate is illustrated. The same wires are shown twice, a) 
without and b) with width measurements. Scale bars are 500 nm. 
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a) b) 
  
c) d) 
 
Figure 4.20: An SEM image shows a cross-section through straight lengths of high 
aspect-ratio gold nano-ribbons on a photoresist template, created by electron-beam 
evaporating (a) 90 nm of gold and (b) slightly more onto an arbitrary photoresist shape. A 
cross-section through (c) rings of multilayer nanowires, formed by electron-beam 
evaporation. These are composed of 10 nm layers of Au, SiO2 and Au, while (d) shows a 
free-hanging multilayer nanoribbon, composed of thicker layers of the same materials. 
Scale bars are 200 nm, 200 nm, 100 nm and 200 nm. 
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  a) b) 
Figure 4.21: Gold nanowires that have been released from their photoresist templates.     
Rings (a) and straight lengths (b) are shown, some of which have become entangled. 
Some photoresist residue remains. 
 
4.4.3 Number of corrugations on a sidewall 
 
Adjusting the photoresist film thickness is a simple approach to changing the number of 
corrugations on a sidewall, as was clearly demonstrated in Section 4.3. However optical 
attenuation, diffraction and imperfect reflection from the substrate restrict the maximum 
number of useable corrugations. The intensities of the two interfering waves are best 
matched close to the substrate, which is where the deepest corrugations are found. In this 
demonstration, seven corrugations were reliably achievable with sufficient depth for 
masking, as shown in Figures 4.15 and 4.19. 
 
4.4.4 Photoresist roughness 
 
Discontinuities in the narrowest of wires were observed to occur on occasion. Needless to 
say, improper alignment relative to the evaporation source, or overdeveloping of the 
photoresist pattern so that the walls are undercut, will each prevent the deposition of 
nanowires on the sidewalls. However baring these two situations, discontinuities still 
occur on occasion. The dominant cause has been identified as the roughness of the 
photoresist, which creates width variations that can be consistently related to the wires 
immediately above and below any given wire, as shown in Figure 4.22. Experiments 
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employing a slight tilt and rotation during deposition have proven effective at combating 
discontinuities. Of the results presented in this chapter, only the 3x10 nm multilayer 
wires in Figure 4.20c were fabricated using tilt and rotation. As a general solution, it is 
expected that using an ultrahigh resolution photoresist would be ideal. 
 
 
 
a) 
b) 
Figure 4.22: These platinum rings of nanowire demonstrate the width variation imposed 
by the photoresist template. Notice that these variations translate from one ring to the 
next, at times culminating in a discontinuity. 
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4.4.5 Optical diffraction and minimum line-widths 
 
The minimum linewidth demonstrable by contact photolithography when using saturating 
exposure doses of the wavelengths displayed in Figure 4.5 is illustrated quite 
dramatically in Figure 4.23a. Here, a distribution of artifacts can be seen in between the 
intended hole patterns, which become less prevalent and then completely disappear as the 
hole separation is increased to approximately 2 µm, shown in Figure 4.23b. Although 
these artifacts seem to be localized to the photoresist ceiling, a closer inspection has 
revealed that they also impact the slope of the sidewall corrugations, reducing their 
usefulness as nanowire templates. 
         It was demonstrated in Figure 4.17b that the standing wave interference pattern can 
extend almost 0.5 µm beneath the mask edge. This is once again demonstrated in Figure 
4.24a for the case of a very broad line of photoresist. If this linewidth is reduced in order 
to bring the mask edges closer together, as shown in Figure 4.24b, the photoresist directly 
beneath the center of the mask is exposed. It is presumed that this power distribution is 
the result of interference between the two regions of diffracted light. Presumably it is this 
lateral interference that is responsible for the artifacts evident in Figure 4.23a. 
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a) 
b) 
 
Figure 4.23: Undesirable artifacts appear in closely spaced pattern features (a), and are 
absent when features are more broadly spaced (b). 
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a) 
b) 
 
Figure 4.24: Cross-sectioning the exposed photoresist before partial developing reveals 
(a) the power distribution beneath the opaque mask regions. These can (b) interfere with 
one another when the linewidth is narrow enough. 
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4.5 Future work 
 
Further improvements to these vertically stacked nanowire results, such as loop diameter 
reduction and a reduction in the periodicity of the corrugations, could be realized by 
employing a higher resolution photolithography technique such as deep UV or projection 
lithography. A more reflective substrate, and a narrower spectrum illumination source 
may also warrant investigation. 
A potential application for these structures is as an ordered bulk optical material of 
subwavelength plasmonic resonators. This is an attractive proposition, in part because the 
circumference of these nanowire loops and thus their resonant frequency, could be 
precisely tuned by varying feature dimensions on the mask. Similarly, the shapes of the 
loops could be changed arbitrarily to form, for example, triangular or square loops of 
nanowire. In a similar vein, these nanowires could potentially be used as plasmonic 
waveguides. 
Additionally, it is conceivable that a spiral photoresist template with micron line-
width, could be used to very simply demonstrate nanowires that have lengths on the order 
of tens of kilometers. These great lengths would be confined to within a few square 
centimeters of substrate surface area.  
Finally, in deference to the PDMS scattering mask demonstration, these corrugated 
nanowire templates could be transferred to a transparent bulk elastomer. This cast could 
then be used to replicate the corrugations into another material, or it could support the 
nanowire features itself, to demonstrate a transparent, flexible, nanowire template. 
 
4.6 Conclusions 
 
In closing, this chapter has demonstrated two novel nanofabrication techniques by 
utilizing micron sized photoresist templates that are patterned by standard 
photolithographic equipment. Both techniques derive their nanofeatures from sidewall 
standing wave corrugations and thus demonstrate applications for an artifact of 
photolithography that would otherwise require additional steps to eliminate it. 
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The first technique demonstrates a novel implementation of elastomeric edge-
photolithography mask that is capable of patterning ~80 nm features in photoresist. 
Immediate applications include period halving of periodic structures and realizing either 
very narrow or very close proximity structures. Simple variations in photolithographic 
procedure, such as using negative photoresist, or the execution of consecutive orthogonal 
exposures, could be used to demonstrate both trench and post features in photoresist 
respectively. In a broader context, the scattering mask has again demonstrated that the 
technique of PDMS casting is well suited to undercut structures. These are structures that 
are intrinsically impossible to replicate with techniques that use rigid mold materials. 
The second technique has demonstrated an extremely versatile bulk technique for 
three dimensional nanofabrication. The cross-sections of the demonstrated wires rival the 
capabilities of state of the art fabrication schemes, while their precise distribution in three 
dimensions is almost unchallenged. Furthermore, the ability of photolithography to define 
arbitrary photoresist patterns translates to an ability to fabricate closed nanowire loops of 
arbitrary delineation, while the range of materials that can be deposited by evaporation 
means that this technique can fabricate nanowires of almost any material.  
Both of these techniques can claim the simplicity, reliability and parallel fabrication 
capabilities of contact photolithography while far exceeding its resolution capabilities. 
The latter technique in particular, surpasses the resolution limits of contact 
photolithography by a factor of roughly 50. Whatsmore, the global ubiquity of 
photolithographic equipment makes both of these techniques accessible to all 
photolithographers, everywhere. 
A fitting collective term that describes both of these techniques is Sidewall 
Corrugation Lithography. 
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 Chapter 5. 
 
Nanoarray Biotemplating:  
Optical Fiber Imprinting for Surface-Enhanced 
Raman Scattering 
 
 
 
 
 
5.1 Introduction 
 
In Chapter 3, micron scale planar waveguides were fabricated and characterized. In 
Chapter 4, two novel nanofabrication techniques were demonstrated by following the 
spartan philosophy of identifying and exploiting existing nanoscale phenomena.  
In this chapter, the waveguiding, replication and nanofabrication principles 
demonstrated in the preceding chapters are combined to demonstrate a novel, optically 
interrogated, nanostructured chemical sensor. For the first time, nanoimprint lithography 
is used to pattern the end face of an optical fiber. A nanostructured biological template is 
used for replication, to which a sensing capability is added by line of sight coating with 
metal. Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) measurements are made in both direct 
and through-fiber interrogation modes to demonstrate the ultra-high sensitivity of this 
device. 
This chapter begins with a brief overview of plasmons, Raman scattering, SERS 
and SERS sensing platforms. 
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5.1.1 Surface plasmons 
 
The interaction of light with metal/dielectric interfaces is of central importance to this 
chapter; in particular, the nature and exploitation of surface plasmon resonances. While 
surface plasmons exist at planar boundaries, their utility is greatly increased when they 
are confined or localized to a nanoscale volume. This localization has the effect of 
enhancing optical near fields, which has given rise to several new fields of research [1,2], 
including subwavelength optics [3,4], near field subwavelength patterning [4] and ultra-
sensitive detection techniques [6]. 
Surface plasmons, also known as surface plasmon polaritons, are established when 
an electromagnetic field is incident on a metal/dielectric interface. The incident field acts 
to establish a tightly bound evanescent field at the boundary which maintains continuity 
between the electric and magnetic fields across this interface, thus coupling the incident 
field to the sea of free conduction electrons in the metal. The result is that the incident 
field induces charge density oscillations within the conduction electrons, which are 
known as surface plasmons [7].  
Surface plasmons are characterized by their exponential decay with distance into 
both media at a metal / dielectric interface. Into the dielectric, this decay length defines 
the boundary of the optical near field, while into the metal, this length can be as small as 
10 nm and is known as the material skin depth. In the case of a smooth planar boundary, 
the plasmons will propagate along the plane of the interface as damped oscillatory waves, 
leading to the dissipation of the plasmon energy, which manifests as resistive heating of 
the metal [8]. The damping mechanism responsible for this dissipation is the material 
loss, as described by the imaginary component of its dielectric function. Thus a smaller 
loss component corresponds to a more intense and sustainable plasmon excitation. In the 
UV-visible spectrum, the metal with the smallest loss component is silver, followed by 
gold. [9] 
The significance of nanoscale dimensions to surface plasmons is their equivalence 
to material skin depth and their subwavelength scale compared to the incident 
illumination. These two parameters combine to increase the coherence of the confined 
oscillating free electrons to the point that they are all moving in phase, allowing for the 
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buildup of polarization charges on the surface of the nanostructure [10]. The degree of 
coherence is proportional to the structure size, such that a sufficiently small structure will 
result in a dipolar distribution of polarization charges, while less ideal larger structures 
will produce higher order multipole distributions. If the illuminating wavelength is 
carefully matched to the nanostructure shape, dimension, distribution, material and the 
dielectric index of the surrounding medium, a resonance of the free electrons inside the 
nanostructure occurs, wherein the surface polarization charges act as a restoring force 
[10]. This wavelength is known as the particle dipole plasmon frequency and the 
associated resonance establishes a large enhancement of the optical near field intensity at 
the laser wavelength [2]. This enhanced field extends 10-50 nm from the metal surface 
into the dielectric [11]. 
Note that these nanoscale structures do not need to be discrete particles. Nanoscale 
features on a continuous film, such as sharp points and edges, exhibit similar behavior. 
Recent advancements in nanofabrication techniques have increased the accessibility of 
these subwavelength structures for the visible spectrum, driving the development of many 
new technologies. 
 
5.1.2 Raman scattering 
 
Raman spectroscopy is a widely used materials analysis technique that is commonly 
applied to identifying bulk chemical and biological analytes. The uniquely identifying 
spectral information is derived from inelastically scattered Raman light.  
Although the scattering of light by molecules is typically elastic, a small percentage 
of interactions are inelastic and result in a change of the rotational or vibrational energy 
of the scattering molecule. Changes in vibrational energy occur when an electron is 
excited to a virtual state by the absorption of a photon, after which it returns to an energy 
level that differs from its origin. The difference in energy between the emitted and 
exciting light is characteristic of the scattering molecule, and the emitted photon is said to 
have been Raman scattered. The energy transfer can either be an absorption or a donation 
by the molecule, wherein the two events are known as Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering 
respectively [12]. 
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The derivation of Raman spectroscopy from this interaction relies on the use of a 
monochromatic illumination source as the exciting light, such that a spectral analysis of 
the scattered light reveals the induced Raman shifts. The Stokes and anti-Stokes scattered 
lines in a Raman spectrum are symmetrically distributed about the elastically scattered 
laser line. 
Unfortunately, despite Raman spectroscopy’s ability to provide vibrational 
fingerprints of materials, the Raman cross-section of most molecules is quite low, and 
can be attributed to less than one in one million photons. This restricts the application of 
Raman spectroscopy to the analysis of bulk materials, and thus to the exclusion of low 
concentration analytes.  
 
5.1.3 Surface-enhanced Raman scattering 
 
Surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) is an ultra-sensitive implementation of 
Raman scattering that enhances its signal intensity by over a million times [13,14] and 
thus dramatically extends its utility. The enhancement is obtained when arrays of 
nanoscale localized plasmon resonators are used as substrates for performing Raman 
measurements. Analyte molecules that are either adsorbed to the surface of plasmon 
resonant nanostructures or are in their proximity, are subjected to the intense localized 
plasmon field, which increases the scattering cross section of the molecules and provides 
enhanced Raman spectra and thus increased sensitivity. The intensity and quality factor 
of the plasmon resonance and the magnitude of the SERS enhancement have been shown 
to be in very close qualitative agreement, and the relationship between the two is 
commonly described as the electromagnetic mechanism of SERS. Any part of the surface 
enhancement that is not accounted for by the electromagnetic mechanism is typically 
attributed to the chemical mechanism [15], which will not be discussed here. Within the 
visible spectrum, nanostructures of Ag and Au are recognized as providing the most 
intense SERS signals.  
 The pioneering work in this field was performed by Fleischmann [16], Van 
Duyne [17,18] and Albrecht and Creighton [19] in the 1970s. Original observations 
attributed the enhancements to increased surface areas. However in the years that 
followed, it was demonstrated that this did not sufficiently account for the enhancement, 
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which lead to the proposal that a new type of Raman mechanism was at play. In the thirty 
years that followed, a more complete picture was developed.  
It was in the late 1990s that interest in this field exploded due to reports that 
concentrations as low as a single molecule (SMSERS) could be successfully detected 
[20,21]. Single molecule detection implies an enhancement factor of >1013, which has 
been attributed to randomly formed particle-junction structures on the SERS substrate 
acting as hotspots. Unfortunately, the performance of SMSERS has been intermittent at 
best, which has limited its widespread application. 
However, even in lieu of single molecule detection, it is difficult to overstate the 
importance of SERS as a sensing platform and as an emerging application of 
nanotechnology. It has already been applied to fields as promising as continuous glucose 
monitoring [22], the identification of single microorganisms [23], cancer diagnostics 
[24], multiplexed detection of disease markers [25] and the ultra-sensitive determination 
of enzyme activities [26]. However, despite these numerous important applications, the 
technique remains largely limited to laboratory use. More widespread application 
requires the development of robust, repeatable, sensitive and low cost SERS probes. This 
chapter attempts to address this issue. 
 
5.1.4 SERS sensors 
 
The range of economical approaches to fabricating SERS surfaces has been surprisingly 
limited. Initial planar implementations relied on electrochemical roughening [27] and 
spontaneous clustering in thin films [28] as per Section 4.13, to produce nanoscale 
plasmonic resonators. However the drive to maximize SERS enhancements required that 
SERS surfaces be engineered with a higher degree of precision. To this end, thin metal 
films deposited over self assembled nanosphere monolayers have proven to be a robust 
and popular solution [11,29], illustrated in Figure 4.2. However even this technique relies 
to some degree on self-assembly, which limits its structural uniformity and long-range 
coherence and thus its amenability to design. 
As a general progression towards widespread adoption, optical fiber endfaces 
represent a class of substrates that offer significant advantages over conventional planar 
implementations. The optical fiber itself, as a medium for interrogating its own SERS 
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active endface, eliminates the need for high-precision focusing optics and confines 
potentially dangerous free space propagating lasers, while illuminating the active surface 
with diffuse rather than focused light, which reduces the likelihood of thermal damage. 
The low-loss length of the fiber can also be exploited to conduct both remote and in situ 
sampling and process monitoring. Additionally, optical fiber probes are intrinsically 
compatible with modern, low-cost photonic waveguide technologies, such as laser 
diodes, Bragg grating filters and compact spectrometers.  
As a consequence of these advantages, several architectures of single-fiber SERS 
sensors have been demonstrated in the literature. However, their implementation has been 
limited to the application of the existing planar techniques described above. End face 
roughening [30], thin film clustering [31] and colloidal nanoparticles [32-34] have all 
been implemented, as illustrated in Figure 5.1. However, these are all subject to the same 
limitations as the planar devices. A recent fiber SERS innovation has demonstrated 
greater control over the regularity of its nanostructure by selectively etching drawn 
imaging fibers [35], however this technique has not proven suitable for through-fiber 
sensing. 
               
Laser
Figure 5.1: Existing implementations of fiber endface SERS probes. From left to right, 
mechanically roughened, thin film island formation, and thin film over nanosphere. 
 
5.1.5 Polymer techniques for optical fiber endface patterning 
 
In pursuing the development of a novel, low cost and robust fiber-based SERS sensor, 
and in keeping with the themes of this thesis, this chapter explores an alternative 
fabrication approach. This is the use of patterned polymers on the fiber endface.  
In the optics community polymers have enjoyed considerable attention, primarily 
because they lend themselves readily to fabrication and property modification. Chapter 3 
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demonstrated this suitability with the fabrication of planar polymer waveguide devices. 
However, their use with fiber endfaces has been quite limited. Demonstrations have 
included the fabrication of lenses [36], the use of photoresists for interference lithography 
[37] and fiber core extensions by through-fiber illumination [38]. Polymer optical fibers 
have even had their endfaces depressed into lens shaped cavities [39] in a rudimentary 
demonstration of molding. 
Notably the patterning of optical fiber endfaces by nanoimprint lithography (NIL) 
has not been demonstrated. A proposal to imprint onto an optical fiber endface is, for all 
practical purposes, a proposal to imprint onto a miniaturized substrate. To put this into 
perspective, note that advances in NIL have been focused primarily on patterning large 
planar and non-planar substrates [40,41]. This work has been driven largely by the 
popularity of NIL, which is derived from its versatility, high resolution, low cost, and 
conceptual simplicity [42]. This chapter brings NIL to an optical fiber platform. 
 
5.2 A biological template for SERS 
 
As was demonstrated in Chapter 3, the replication process begins with the creation of a 
master structure. However this is no simple task, particularly in the challenging nano-
regime of SERS. It is thus serendipitous that an abundance of complex photonic 
structures  can be found in the biological world [43]. While it has become fashionable to 
derive inspiration from biological structures [44], some biological structures are actually 
suitable for direct replication [45], while also having appropriate dimensions for SERS. 
These include the corneal nipple arrays of butterflies [46], the transparent wings of hawk 
moths [47] and the wings of some termites [48] and cicadas [49], all of which exhibit 
broadband antireflection properties based on planar arrays of subwavelength pillars. 
Stoddart et al. [49] recently demonstrated the SERS activity of the metal coated wings of 
the Cicadetta celis, paving the way for this demonstration.  
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a) b) 
Figure 5.2: A photograph of (a) a greengrocer cicada shows its transparent wings. A high 
magnification SEM image (b) of these transparent regions shows that they are covered in 
a planar array of nanoscale antireflection features. Scale bar is 500 nm. 
 
In this chapter, the wings of the greengrocer Cyclochila australasiae cicada are 
employed as nanostructured templates. The greengrocer is a plentiful species found along 
the south-east coast of Australia in the hot summer months. Their presence is advertised 
by their long pulsing song which can approach the pain threshold of the human ear [50]. 
Specimens were either captured locally or donated by the Australian Museum. 
A greengrocer specimen is shown in Figure 5.2a, where its forewing of length of  
55 mm, and its shorter hindwing, are clearly visible. The cicada also has a small false 
wing, known as the anal lobe attachment, beneath each hindwing, although its 
transparency limits visibility in this figure. Each wing in its entirety exhibits significant 
curvature which approximates the contours of the cicada body, while on the sub-
millimeter scale the transparent sections display significant undulations. These 
transparent sections are quite flexible, dictating that the mechanical strength required for 
flight be contributed by rigid venation. This venation does not share the nanofeatures of 
the transparent chitin.  
The antireflective nanostructure on the greengrocer cicada wing is shown in Figure 
5.2b. It consists of a dense two dimensional array of pillars that have separations, 
diameters and heights of approximately 50 nm, 110 nm and 200 nm respectively, 
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however these dimensions vary across the wing surface. The distribution of these features 
is hexagonal within domains of approximately 1.5 µm.  
In this work, these structures are transferred to a high resolution mold, as illustrated 
in Figure 5.3, which in turn is used to imprint polymer on the endfaces of optical fibers.  
 
5.3 Deriving a mold from the cicada nanostructure 
 
Features as small and dense as those on the cicada wing are commonly known as an acid 
test of any fabrication technique. Therefore, taking high fidelity casts requires the careful 
selection of an appropriate mold material. Although the direct casting of cicada wings 
was recently demonstrated by Zhang in PMMA [45], the transparency and low surface 
energy of the traditional soft-imprinting elastomers made them better suited to this 
application. Primary attempts at casting were made using the low modulus s-PDMS 
(Sylgard 184, Dow Corning), however high fidelity regions were sparse at best. At worst 
the molds were dominated by surface tension, which converted the pillars on the cicada 
wing into shallow dimples. As a result, the more rigid h-PDMS was used. 
H-PDMS was formulated by Schmid and Michel as a higher resolution alternative 
to s-PDMS [51]. Its higher resolution is derived from the addition of vinyl and 
hydrosilane compounds which act to increase the Young’s modulus of the elastomer. To 
date, the high resolution of h-PDMS has been demonstrated to improve the performance 
of elastomeric phase masks [52], contact printing, and replication [53] down to the 
molecular scale [54]. However despite its superior resolution, h-PDMS has not enjoyed 
the same widespread adoption as s-PDMS. This is primarily because its higher rigidity 
also makes it brittle and susceptible to fracture [51,54]. 
 
5.3.1 Fabricating the inverse cicada molds 
 
The h-PDMS was prepared within a sealed glove box containing a nitrogen atmosphere. 
This was necessary as a precaution against the toxicity and susceptibility to moisture of 
some of its components.  
The constituents of h-PDMS and their required quantities are specified in the 
literature [51,53], but they are reiterated here because of changes to product names. 
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Preparation began by decanting 3.4 g of vinyl PDMS prepolymer (VDT-731, Gelest 
Corp.), to which was added 18 µl of the catalyst platinum divinyltetra-methyldisiloxane 
(SIP6831.2LC, Gelest Corp.), 0.1 g of the modulator 2,4,6,8-
tetramethyltetravinylcyclotetrasiloxane (87297, Sigma Aldrich) and 1 g of hydrosilane 
component (HMS-301, Gelest Corp.). This solution was mixed thoroughly, producing a 
low viscosity liquid. 
The cicada wings were sectioned into 9 mm2 segments before casting, as illustrated 
in Figure 5.3. This was made necessary by the large scale curvature of the wings. One 
side of these segments was drip coated with liquid h-PDMS solution and then degassed in 
vacuum for 10 minutes to promote filling of the nanostructure. These coated wing 
segments were then placed liquid side down onto a glass wafer which in turn was placed 
on a hotplate at 60 oC for more than 12h to cure the h-PDMS. 
After curing, a scalpel blade was used to pry one edge of the flexible wing segment 
upwards, separating it from the glass backed h-PDMS. This separation process was 
conducted at the curing temperature in order to avoid differential thermal expansion and 
the associated potential for damaging the cast [51]. The wing offered very little resistance 
to separation, while the h-PDMS remained firmly bonded to the glass backing. This 
completed the fabrication of the high-resolution, low surface-energy, transparent, 
elastomeric mold, shown in Figure 5.4a.  
The nanostructure on the mold surface is shown in Figure 5.4b, where it was 
sputter-coated with a thin film of gold before imaging. The pattern is clearly the inverse 
of the cicada pillar structure, such that it is composed of a dense array of holes. The high 
fidelity of this inverse replica can be qualitatively deduced from the high image contrast 
between the holes and rest of the h-PDMS. 
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Figure 5.3: Deriving a mold from the cicada. 
 
   
a) b) 
 
Figure 5.4: A photograph shows (a) the glass-backed h-PDMS mold. A high 
magnification SEM image of the h-PDMS shows (b) the inverse nanostructure that it 
holds. The glass slide has a 1” side length, and the scale bar is 500 nm. 
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5.4 Fabricating the fiber probes  
 
The optical fiber used for imprinting was an arbitrarily selected 50/125 µm graded-index 
multimode fiber. Since the practical requirement from a fiber for imprinting is limited to 
the provision of a clean, smooth endface, its preparation was limited to the removal of its 
jacket, followed by cleaving into lengths of approximately 2 cm. 
In Chapters 3 and 4, it was demonstrated that the conventional approach to 
performing imprinting is to manipulate the mold by hand. However, as stated in Section 
5.1.5, the primary difference between traditional imprinting and fiber endface imprinting 
is one of reduced dimensions. This makes it difficult to judge the proximity of the small 
cross-section fiber to the mold. Additionally, large substrate imprinting typically provides 
an equivalent layer of liquid polymer on which the mold can float, whereas the volume of 
polymer on the fiber tip is minute and easily displaced. These factors are expected to 
make collisions between the mold and fiber difficult to avoid, and thus precludes the use 
hands. 
As a consequence, imprinting was performed by mounting both the fiber and the 
mold into a device that offered suitable finesse in positioning. This took the form of a 
vibration isolated optical fiber alignment system (Newport AutoalignTM). The elements of 
the autoaligner that were employed for imprinting were two x-y-z microtranslation 
stages, a digital camera with attached magnifying optics and a spot curing ultraviolet light 
source (Novacure 2100). A photograph of the AutoAlign system is shown in Figure 5.5a. 
The magnified view was especially useful because even on the scale of the fiber 
endface diameter, the cicada wings are largely non-planar. In fact, periodic undulations of 
several hundred microns were generally observable in cross-section, as is evident in 
Figure 5.5b, which placed a considerable portion of the mold surface out of the plane of 
the fiber endface. As a result, it was necessary to routinely identify a suitable mold region 
before imprinting. These regions were typically the peaks of the undulations, and their 
suitability for matching the endface plane was identified by bringing the mold and fiber 
into close proximity and observing the orientation of the endface reflection on the mold 
surface. This reflection was made observable by orienting the mold at a slight tilt relative 
to the viewing axis of the camera. 
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 a) 
 
b) 
Figure 5.5: A photograph shows (a) the AutoAlign imprinting apparatus. The magnified 
image provided by this system shows (b) a fiber endface being imprinted against the non-
planar h-PDMS mold, with the soldering iron tip in proximity. Note that the soldering 
iron shown in (b) is not present in (a). 
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5.4.1 Polymer selection and fiber coating 
 
The negative epoxy based photoresist SU-8 2002 (Microchem) was selected for this 
work, because of its chemical and physical robustness. These properties are expected to 
provide excellent structural stability and to make it a permanent addition to the fiber 
endface once it is properly cured. The chemical, thermal and mechanical stability of the 
coating are all important parameters for the development of stable and repeatable SERS 
sensors.  
The liquid SU8 was dispensed onto the fiber endface just before imprinting. The 
critical timing of coating in this instance is the direct result of the rapid evaporation of 
solvents from SU-8. This allowed a very short window in which to apply and imprint 
before it became excessively viscous. 
The SU8 was dispensed onto the fiber endface by syringe which inevitably coated a 
section of the fiber length in addition to the fiber endface. The volume of polymer on the 
endface was largely dictated by surface tension and the low viscosity of SU8 2002. This 
distribution is visible in Figure 5.5b and is illustrated in Figure 5.6. 
  
5.4.2 Fiber imprinting 
 
Imprinting was conducted by bringing the coated endface into proximity with the mold so 
that it was wetted by the SU8, as illustrated in Figure 5.6, while avoiding physical contact 
between the two in order to prevent compression of the mold features. The gap between 
fiber and mold was reduced as much as possible, such that the final thickness of polymer 
that was added to the end of the fiber was typically ~15 µm, as shown in Figure 5.7. 
However this thickness varied between fibers and was rarely of uniform thickness across 
the endface. 
Once the mold and the fiber endface were satisfactorily positioned with respect to 
one another, the SU8 film was cured. The requisite three steps are a soft bake to expel 
solvents, an exposure to ultraviolet light to photoinitiate cross-linking and finally a post 
bake to complete the cross-linking process.  
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Figure 5.6: The optical fiber imprinting process. 
 
The thermal energy was delivered to the fiber endface by means of a variable 
temperature soldering iron (Advanced JBC 2200), which was positioned within a fraction 
of a millimeter immediately below the optical fiber, at a distance of about 800 µm from 
the endface, as shown in Figure 5.5. The heat was transferred from the soldering iron to 
the fiber by convection and then by conduction along the fiber to the endface polymer, 
resulting in the temperature of the endface polymer being far below that of the soldering 
iron.  
For the softbake step, the soldering iron temperature was incrementally increased 
up to 325oC through thirty second intervals at each of 150oC, 200oC and 250oC. This 
increase in temperature first forced the evaporation of solvents from the SU-8 2002 and 
then brought the SU-8 2002 beyond its glass transition temperature. This transition was 
observable as a reflow and redistribution of the SU-8 2002. This softbake temperature of 
325oC was maintained for five minutes to ensure complete evaporation of solvents, after 
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which the polymer was returned to room temperature through one minute at each of 
250oC, 200oC and 150oC.  
The endface polymer was then optically exposed with UV light from a Novacure 
2100 UV source. The exposure was directed through the mold, along the axis of the fiber, 
at a setting of 4W for a duration of four and a half minutes. This power was delivered 
through two 5 mm diameter optical waveguides, only one of which was directed at the 
fiber.  
The post-bake step was then initiated by ramping the soldering iron up to a 
temperature of 375oC, through one minute each of 150oC, 200oC, 250oC and 325oC, 
bringing the endface polymer up to an estimated 150oC, where it was held for five 
minutes. This bake step acted to crosslink the SU8 and thus complete its curing. The fiber 
was then returned to room temperature by ramping the soldering iron temperature down 
through one minute each at 325oC, 250oC, 200oC and 150oC. The fiber was then 
separated from the mold, completing the transfer of the cicada nanostructure to the 
optical fiber.  
On average, the entire imprinting process, from fiber stripping and cleaving to 
separation, took 45 minutes. The successful transfer of the cicada patterns to the optical 
fiber endface is shown in Figures 5.7d and 5.7e. The replicated nanostructure shows 
remarkably high fidelity, with excellent definition of each individual feature, and near 
flawlessness uniformity across the entire fiber endface. 
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d) e) 
Figure 5.7: SEM images showing a-c) the imprinted endface of a 125 µm diameter 
optical fiber and d-e) the imprinted nanostructure. Scale bars are 1 µm and 500 nm. 
 
5.4.2.1 Polymer behavior during thermal reflow 
 
The thermal reflow of the endface polymer during the softbake step was the source of 
some activity during the imprinting process, and so a brief account of its behavior is 
offered here.  
Two variables dominated the reflow behavior. The first was the volume of polymer 
that was deposited on each fiber tip, which was distributed over the endface as well as 
some length of fiber shaft, as illustrated in Figure 5.6. This fiber length was typically of 
the order of 250 μm. The second was the manual positioning of the soldering iron relative 
to the fiber, which subtly varied the thermal treatments received by the numerous fibers. 
The polymer reflow was typically observed to begin in the polymer that was closest 
to the fiber hot spot, directly above the soldering iron. The polymer then exhibited 
progressive melting in accordance with the conduction of heat from the hotspot towards 
the fiber tip. This resulted in the melted polymer being drawn by surface tension, towards 
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any cooler or unmelted polymer, which was further away from the hotspot. Eventually 
the entire bulk of polymer would melt, whereupon surface tension would induce the 
polymer that was on the sides of the fiber, to break contact with the polymer on the fiber 
endface. This produced the separate regions of polymer visible in Figures 5.7a and 5.7c.  
However, it was possible to reunite these separate regions of polymer by reducing 
the gap between fiber endface and the mold such that the endface polymer was forced to 
flow beyond the boundary of the fiber endface and back along the fiber, to make contact 
with the side polymer. This resulted in this side polymer flowing towards the endface and 
participating in the wetting of the mold surface, as is evident in Figure 5.7b. This sudden 
increase in the volume of the endface polymer could be used to wet a larger area of the 
mold surface, while it could also be considered to provide mechanical support to the 
endface polymer. 
Additionally, and quite significantly, it was observed that once the polymer had 
been melted in this softbake step, its viscosity was low enough for it to fill the mold 
patterns. This was confirmed by comparing fibers that had been imprinted with freshly 
deposited liquid polymer, which derived its liquidity from its solvent content, and those 
realized by delaying imprinting until after the solvents had been evaporated and the 
polymer had been melted. No difference was observed in replica quality. This indicates 
that there is room for the optimization of this fabrication process, which will be the 
subject of future investigations, and that this process is somewhat of a hybrid between the 
soft imprinting of a liquid polymer, and the hot embossing of a thermally softened 
polymer. 
 
5.4.2.2 Spontaneous separation and polymer shrinkage 
 
Occasionally fibers were observed to have localized defects on their patterned endfaces. 
In considering the possible sources of these defects, it was noted that it was not 
uncommon for the fiber to separate spontaneously from the mold during the final two 
curing steps. The precise moments of separation were difficult to identify, since the 
associated physical displacement is assumed to be on the order of microns. Thus the 
spontaneous separation was observed only indirectly at the end of the curing process, 
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wherein the cured polymer would offer absolutely no resistance to being separated from 
the mold.  
Previous publications have reported similar spontaneous releases during the curing 
of the h-PDMS on its master structure and have cited thermal and chemical shrinkage as 
the cause [51]. In this instance, it is expected that similar behavior within the SU-8 itself 
contributes significantly to this separation. This is supported by the observation of 
significant shrinkage of the SU8 at the end of the soft bake step, where the SU8 is cooled 
down and makes the transition from liquid to solid. This shrinkage is occasionally so 
severe that the SU8 can be observed to creep along the fiber endface towards the fiber 
core, although this same creep is not observed across the mold surface. This creep is 
observable at the edges of the fiber endfaces in Figures 5.7a and 5.7c, where the polymer 
has drawn away from the edge of the endface. 
 
5.5 Coating the polymer nanoarray with metal 
 
Once the fiber endface had been imprinted with the cicada nanostructure, a SERS 
capability was added by coating it with high purity silver (ProSciTech) [49]. The silver 
was deposited under the directional flux of a thermal evaporator (Emitech K950X) to a 
planar thickness of 60 nm, as reported by a quartz crystal microbalance (Emitech K150). 
The fiber endface was oriented so that the flux was incident at an angle of 60o from the 
fiber axis, with the intention of employing the nanopillars as shadow masks, as discussed 
in Section 4.1.3 and Section 4.4, and thus creating isolated metal deposits. Cicada wings 
were coated in tandem with the imprinted fibers in order to provide reference surfaces for 
SERS measurements. 
The close packing of the cicada nanofeatures largely restricted the deposition of 
material to the top of each nanofeature, as shown in Figure 5.8. However, a variation was 
observed in the amount of sidewall of each protrusion that was coated. This was 
attributed to the curvature of the imprinted surface, which resulted in the deposition of 
material over a range of angles, rather than the intended 60o.  
The silver deposits covered up to 75% of the plane of the substrate, as determined 
by histograms of the high-contrast normal incidence SEM images of Figure 5.8.  
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a) b) 
Figure 5.8: SEM images of silver coated fiber imprints. Broad (a) and close-up (b) views 
are shown, with scale bars of 500 nm and 300 nm respectively. 
 
5.6 Plasmonic absorbance 
 
As an aside to the fabrication of the fiber sensors, plasmonic absorbance measurements of 
gold coated cicada wings are presented here. These measurements do not have direct 
bearing on the SERS measurements taken from the silver coated wings and replicas, but 
they do serve to demonstrate the plasmonic activity of these antireflection nanotemplates 
when they are appropriately coated. Time constraints have prevented these measurements 
from being repeated with silver coatings.  
The gold coating of the cicada wings was performed by a Balzers electron beam 
evaporation system. A thickness of 200 nm was deposited at an oblique angle of 
incidence. Transmission measurements were obtained by illuminating the coated wings 
with a tungsten source from an inverted microscope and directing the transmitted light 
via optical fiber to a spectrometer (Ocean Optics USB2000).  
Figure 5.9 contrasts light transmitted through the coated wing, and that transmitted 
through a planar film of the same thickness on an adjacent glass slide. An absorbance 
peak is clearly visible at 513 nm in the nanostructured gold, while this peak is absent 
from the planar film measurement. Drip coating the wing with methanol changed the 
refractive index of the medium in which the gold nanodeposits were located, to induce a 
shift of 17 nm, from 513 nm to 530 nm. This peak was then observed to return to its 
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original position as the methanol evaporated. These complementary nanostructured and 
planar film absorbances are characteristic of each type of deposit [10]. 
 
 
Figure 5.9: Plasmon resonances of cicada wings coated with 200 nm of Au shown in two 
mediums of different refractive index, and contrasted against the absorbance spectrum of 
a planar film of gold of the same thickness, on a glass substrate.  
 
Knowing the precise plasmon resonance of a nanostructured surface is important in 
engineering a SERS substrate. An optimized SERS enhancement effect is reportedly 
achieved if the plasmon resonance is tuned to either match the illuminating wavelength 
[55], or to be between the illuminating wavelength and the raman shifted lines of interest 
[22], so that both are overlapped by the resonance.  
Repeating these measurements with a silver coating will make it possible to tune 
the plasmonic behavior of the cicada nanostructure by adjusting coating conditions, thus 
allowing for the SERS performance of the imprinted fiber sensors to be optimized. 
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5.7 SERS analyte 
 
Thiophenol was selected as the reference Raman-active analyte because it forms a stable 
self-assembled monolayer (SAM) on silver surfaces. Both the fiber tips and cicada wings 
were immersed for 10 minutes in a 10 mM solution of thiophenol (99+%, Sigma-Aldrich) 
in ethanol. A one minute rinse in pure ethanol was then used to remove excess thiophenol 
that was not attached as part of the SAM. Note that thiophenol is a highly toxic 
substance. 
 
5.8 SERS measurements 
 
While the visual confirmation of successful replication is encouraging, the real test of this 
endeavor is the collection of SERS spectra from the fiber endfaces, especially as 
collected through the fiber. To this end, SERS spectra were collected in three backscatter 
interrogation modes, as illustrated in Figure 5.10. The first was by direct illumination of a 
cicada wing, for the provision of a reference SERS spectrum. The second was the 
performance of this same measurement using an imprinted fiber endface, to allow direct 
comparison with the cicada measurement. Finally, the spectrum was collected by 
launching light into the opposite end of the fiber, so that the fiber guided the exciting 
light to the endface, and then guided the scattered light back to the objective lens. 
The apparatus used for these measurements was a modular Raman microscope 
(Horiba Jobin Yvon), fitted with a 50x objective (0.5 N.A.). The spectra were excited 
using a fiber-coupled 532 nm laser (OptoTech P/L). The scattered signal was coupled to a 
spectrometer (Jobin Yvon Triax 320) fitted with a thermoelectrically cooled CCD 
detector. In all cases, 5 accumulations of 3 seconds each were averaged together.  
Direct illumination of the cicada wing with 0.3 mW generated a strong SERS 
spectrum, plotted in the upper curve of Figure 5.11. Here it is contrasted against the same 
measurement taken from a replica on an optical fiber endface. Each spectrum is 
dominated by the same characteristic thiophenol peaks at 1572 cm-1, 1071 cm-1, 1021 cm-
1, 1001 cm-1, 692 cm-1 and 422 cm-1, conclusively confirming the successful replication 
of the cicada nanostructure. Increasing the illuminating power beyond 0.3 mW was found 
to cause thermal damage to the replica and thus prevent the acquisition of characteristic 
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spectra. The higher counts evident in the cicada spectrum are attributed to the secondary 
illumination of the cicada wings, which was contributed by reflection from the glass 
slides on which they were mounted.  
 
 
Figure 5.10: Diagram of SERS measurement orientations. 
 
The imprinted endface was then interrogated through the fiber to generate the 
distinct spectra shown in Figure 5.12. The first of these spectra was acquired at 0.3 mW, 
the same as that used in direct illumination measurements. This power level was found to 
generate significantly reduced counts than in direct illumination mode, however this was 
attributed to the diffuse illumination and thus lower power densities that result from 
guiding through the fiber to illuminate the endface. The second spectrum was acquired 
using an increased optical power of 2.6 mW. This resulted in dramatically increased 
signal counts to produce impressive characteristic peaks.  
Unexpectedly, these through-fiber spectra were generally observed to have flatter 
baselines than the direct imprint or cicada measurements. This has resulted in many of 
the smaller characteristic peaks becoming more evident. These peaks are observed at 
1471 cm-1, 1180 cm-1, 1107 cm-1 and 470 cm-1. Increasing the optical power further was 
found to thermally damage the cleaved silica endface, however higher powers could 
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potentially be used by defocusing the beam at the input face of the fiber or by using a 
lower power objective. 
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Figure 5.11: Direct illumination SERS measurements from a cicada wing and from a 
replica on a fiber tip are contrasted. Both spectra were taken with an illumination power 
of 0.3 mW. 
 
The post-acquisition processing of these direct illumination and through fiber 
spectra was limited to the simple rescaling of the intensity axis to units of counts per 
second. This highlights the excellent signal to noise ratio of the through fiber 
measurements. Note that the peak at 1001 cm-1 in the 2.6 mW spectrum Figure 5.12 has a 
full-width at half-maximum of just 9 cm-1.  
These results demonstrate that imprinting optical fiber endfaces is a viable 
technique for fabricating optical fiber SERS probes. Additionally, the suitability of the 
cicada nanostructure as a convenient template for replication and its reliability as a high 
sensitivity SERS template are both reinforced. 
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Figure 5.12: Through fiber SERS measurements demonstrating signal scaling with 
illuminating power for 0.3 mW and 2.6 mW. 
 
5.8.1 Influence of optical coupling alignment 
 
The distinctiveness of the characteristic peaks in these through-fiber spectra was found to 
have little dependence on whether the light was coupled into the core or cladding of the 
cleaved fiber endface, as shown in Figure 5.13. Although there was a change in signal 
counts, the primary difference was the reduction of a broad silica peak at 450 cm-1 when 
measurements were conducted through the cladding. This may be the result of different 
optical path lengths through the fiber or different doping concentrations. In general terms, 
this similarity in performance makes careful coupling of these short lengths of fiber to the 
laser source unnecessary, making them well suited to field applications. 
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Figure 5.13: Through fiber SERS measurements showing little spectral dependence on 
coupling accuracy. Launches into (a) the fiber core and (b) the fiber cladding are 
contrasted. 
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5.9 Performance variations 
 
Direct illumination of both original and replica structures has consistently demonstrated a 
large variation in spectrum baselines that is dependent on position. This variation is 
shown in Figure 5.14 for a cicada wing. However, note that direct illumination is also, on 
occasion, capable of producing flat baselines. Conversely, the through fiber 
measurements have been much more consistent in exhibiting these flat baselines. The 
baseline of a SERS spectrum is of interest because of its ability to obscure or elucidate 
characteristic peaks. A flat baseline translates to easily identifiable peaks and thus 
improved sensitivity. As a result, this variation warrants some attention.  
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Figure 5.14: Numerous cicada wing SERS measurements taken at different locations 
across the surface of the wing, demonstrating spectrum variation. 
 
Although the source of these variations has not yet been identified, and an in-depth 
analysis is beyond the scope of this thesis, a useful starting point is to consider sources of 
variation in both the active surface and the interrogation modes. To this end, note that the 
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hexagonal domains of the cicada structure are about 1.5 µm in size, roughly equal to the 
illuminated surface area in direct illumination mode using a 50x objective lens. This may 
bring into play preferential orientations of the hexagonal domains, relative to the 
polarization of the illumination source. Furthermore, the topography of the cicada wing 
makes it unavoidable that the nanostructures will be subjected to a range of incident 
angles during metal deposition, resulting in some variation in the size and shape of the 
metal deposits across the surface. Additionally, the topography is likely to alter the 
spatial distribution of the scattered light during direct illumination measurements. The 
focused spot size in direct illumination will be subjected to the brunt of these variations, 
while the large area illumination of the through-fiber interrogation will generate more of 
an average of all of the structures over the 50 µm diameter core endface. These are all 
issues that need to be investigated in the future development of this sensor. 
 
5.10 Consequences for nanoimprint lithography 
 
One of the main appeals of replication techniques such as this is the sheer number of 
replicas that can be derived from a single master pattern. In the traditional large substrate 
application, tens and even hundreds of replicas have been reported from a single mold 
with little loss in pattern fidelity. However a comparison of the surface area of a fiber 
endface, which has a diameter of 125 µm, with that of a mold that is millimeters across, 
quickly reveals that a single mold could potentially imprint hundreds of fibers without 
using the same surface more than once. Thus, a single mold in this application could 
potentially imprint thousands or even tens of thousands of fibers in its lifetime, a 
dramatic improvement over large substrate imprinting. This large mismatch in 
mold/endface surface areas could even lend itself to imprinting bundles of fibers, so that 
the single-run processing time of 45 minutes could conceivably yield hundreds of 
functional devices. This would fulfill the mass fabrication ambitions of nanoimprint 
lithography, albeit as a photonics platform rather than the intended silicon wafers of the 
semiconductor industry. 
In spite of the superior resolution of h-PDMS, one of the main detractors from its 
widespread adoption is its susceptibility to fracture [51]. However, it should be noted that 
fractures only occur in the instance of flexing, something that is necessary in performing 
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gradual separation from a large substrate. Fortuitously, this application avoids mold 
flexing at all times by having a master structure that is flexible and thus capable of 
peeling, and an imprinted substrate of dimensions that allow instantaneous separation 
from the mold. Both situations obviate the need for extraneous flexing, minimizing the 
possibility of fracture and making fiber imprinting an ideal application of this higher 
resolution material. 
 
5.11 Conclusions 
 
In closing, the until now exclusive fields of optical fibers and nanoimprint lithography 
have been successfully combined to provide a quick, economical and high resolution 
technique for fabricating optical fiber SERS sensors. The replicated structure was 
biological in origin and had dimensions and density that would challenge many current 
state-of-the-art fabrication schemes. The imprinted fiber has demonstrated sufficiently 
high sensitivity in through-fiber SERS sensing to warrant further development. Some of 
the avenues that will be pursued in future work include up-scaling fabrication, employing 
longer lengths of fiber, demonstrating detection of other analytes such as glucose [22,56]   
and optimizing surface enhancement by e-beam master design. In fact, it is this last 
possibility that is the lynchpin in the potential for future work that has been elucidated by 
this demonstration. An e-beam system provides absolute control over the master structure 
design, and since the patterns replicated by nanoimprint lithography can be completely 
arbitrary, it opens the door to the development of entire suites of optical fiber sensors. 
Finally, in the context of the present demonstration, and considering the logistics of 
capturing and storing the seasonally available cicada, it should be noted that an 
examination of cicadas that were captured in 1953 revealed that their wings were still 
largely usable, save for some superficial grime and mechanical abrasion. Both of these 
sources of damage can be avoided by more careful capture and storage. However, only 
freshly captured specimens were utilized in the fabrication of devices. 
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 Chapter 6. 
 
Conclusions and Future Direction 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The objective of this thesis was to explore and develop the potential of inherently low-
cost elastomer based replication techniques by investigating opportunities in device 
applications, master structure fabrication, biotemplating and choices of imprintable 
substrate. These objectives have been satisfied by the demonstration of a novel 
implementation of planar integrated optical device, the development of two novel 
nanolithographic techniques, and the development of a new optical fiber based SERS 
sensor. A summary of each of these achievements is given below. 
 
6.1 Outcomes of this work 
 
Chapter 3 gave the first demonstration of photolithography and replication in this thesis, 
wherein a photoresist master pattern was replicated by soft imprinting into polymer to 
create planar dielectric rib waveguides. Mode profiles demonstrated that these 
waveguides exhibited single mode guiding at 1550 nm and multimode guiding at      
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632.8 nm. These waveguides were then integrated with a LPG in a two step imprinting 
process to demonstrate, for the first time, a completely replicated LPWG device. The 
gratings were placed at the lower cladding core interface, where a transmission spectrum 
demonstrated that they induced a wavelength resonance at 1585 nm with a bandwidth of 
12 nm. 
 Chapter 4 then moved to demonstrate that the nanoscale sidewall corrugations on 
photolithographically patterned photoresist can be applied to scale reduction 
nanolithography. The first of two techniques demonstrated the transfer of the 
corrugations to an elastomeric cast, which was in turn used as a sidewall 
photolithography mask, wherein the sidewall corrugations were employed as optical 
masking elements. The photoresist features defined by this mask were located directly 
beneath the sidewall corrugations and had widths of the order of 80 nm, consistent with 
the depths of the corrugations.  
 The second technique demonstrated what is perhaps a simpler application of 
standing wave corrugations, although it demonstrates both a superior resolution and an 
inherent capacity to fabricate in three dimensions. Here, the vertical periodicity and the 
subtle lateral offset of one corrugation relative to the next was exploited to create a 
vertically stacked, nanoscale shadow template which was placed in the path of an 
evaporated  flux. The arbitrary shapes that can be defined by photolithography and the 
range of materials that can be deposited by evaporation make this technique extremely 
versatile. Stacks of nanowire, nanoribbon and multilayer features were demonstrated, 
arranged into both straight lengths and circular loops. Numerous materials, including Au, 
Ti, SiO2 and Pt were used to demonstrate feature widths as small as 16 nm.  
 Chapter 5 combined the concepts of waveguiding and nanofabrication that were 
employed in Chapters 3 and 4 to demonstrate a novel optical fiber based SERS sensor. 
Nanoimprint lithography was applied for the first time to the endface of an optical fiber, 
where it was used to transfer a dense array of nanopillars from a biological template. The 
nanopillars were cast from the wings of a cicada, where they serve as a broadband, 
subwavelength antireflection structure. Initial attempts at casting were made with the 
same PDMS that was used in Chapters 3 and 4. However, SEM analysis revealed that the 
density and dimensions of this pattern were too severe for the reliable use of PDMS. 
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Instead, the more rigid h-PDMS was successfully employed. After coating the 
nanostructures with metal, SERS measurements were obtained by direct interrogation 
from both the cicada wings and the endface replicas. These measurements were then 
contrasted to confirm both the fidelity of the replicas and their functionality. These 
replicated structures were then interrogated through the fibers, which guided both the 
exciting and the scattered light, to successfully obtain characteristic spectra. These 
spectra exhibited distinct resonances with impressive signal to noise ratios. These 
measurements demonstrate the successful integration of a biological nanostructure with 
an optical fiber to create a novel optical fiber SERS sensor with the inherent capacity for 
remote and in-situ sensing.  
 
6.2 Suggestions for future work 
 
The prospects for future work in these innovations can be divided into two areas – the 
refinement of these techniques, and the potential to derive further innovation from these 
works. These are discussed here.  
 The most immediate improvement that could be made to the planar integrated 
optical devices is their implementation using lower loss polymers. Beyond this, it would 
be informative to quantify the impact that variations in device geometry, caused by the 
imprinting process, have on the device resonance. To this end, perhaps alternative 
replication approaches could be investigated. The fabrication of both waveguide and 
grating in a single step might address these variations to some extent, while also reducing 
the fabrication time of the device. 
 The two sidewall corrugation lithography techniques have demonstrated that, in 
spite of the routine suppression of photolithographic standing wave corrugations, they 
possess a great deal of untapped potential for nanofabrication. While other templates of 
similar nanofeatures do exist, these photoresist corrugations are uniquely interesting 
because of the ubiquity of photolithography, which makes them extraordinarily 
accessible and thus potentially very useful. 
 The elastomeric scattering mask represents a convenient technique for performing 
sub 100 nm photolithography using little more than micron-capable photolithography 
equipment. The potential applications of nanometer wide lines and gaps need not be 
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outlined here. However, it would be interesting to explore the capacity that this technique 
has for further scale reduction, in conjunction with a higher resolution casting material 
such as h-PDMS. Investigations could explore approaches for reducing the depths of the 
sidewall corrugations, or they could seek out alternative sources of sidewall roughness 
that could be employed as optical scatterers. 
 The primary concern with the vertically stacked nanowire technique is the 
discontinuities that were created by the photoresist surface roughness. As a result, it 
would be pertinent to investigate the performance of an ultrahigh resolution photoresist. 
A potential application of this technique is the use of the stacked nanowires as plasmonic 
resonators, wherein the resonances could be tuned by controlling both the thickness of the 
deposited material and the lengths/diameters of the nanowire shapes. Additionally, this 
technique could be applied to fabricating nanowires that are kilometers in length, by 
defining a corrugated photoresist template that is shaped like a spiral, or any other 
densely packed continuous line. Furthermore, the corrugated template could be 
transferred to an elastomer, whereupon the nanofeatures would be sustained by a  
transparent bulk. In their capacity as electrical conduits, it is difficult to propose how any 
single one of these wires could be addressed, however it would be possible to address the 
groups of nanowires on any given sidewall by performing a subsequent metal deposition 
in the form of a large electrode at the ends of the nanowire. 
 The imprinted optical fiber endfaces require an investigation into the sources of 
signal variation between direct and through fiber interrogation modes, as well as 
variations across the surface in direct interrogation. Their performance could also be 
optimized by investigating coating conditions, employing different excitation 
wavelengths and by experimenting with different optical fibers. Opportunities for the 
mass fabrication of imprinted fibers could also be developed by identifying process 
components that can be automated, and by implementing techniques for simultaneously 
handling bundles of fibers. In a broader context, this work has demonstrated that optical 
fiber endfaces are well suited as substrates for imprinting. Given that imprinting can 
replicate patterns of arbitrary shape, opportunities present themselves in the form of 
alternative master patterns. Experimenting with different patterns will allow for the 
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further optimization of SERS performance, as well as for the development of completely 
different kinds of optical fiber sensors. 
 In conclusion, this thesis has conceptualized and demonstrated several innovations 
by investigating elastomeric replication techniques. A consideration of application, 
master structure and substrate has yielded innovations spanning the fields of planar 
integrated optics, nanolithography, biomimetics, and SERS sensors. All demonstrations 
were performed quickly and at low cost, and are a testament to the versatility of 
elastomeric replication techniques and the cross-disciplinary appeal of their potential 
applications. 
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